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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Probing Correlated Electron Matter with Infrared Magneto-Optics

by
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Professor Dimitri N. Basov, Chair

This dissertation describes the characterization of complex electronic ma-

terials via infrared magneto-spectroscopy. It primarily focuses on the interplane

electrodynamics of the high-transition-temperature cuprate superconductors, but

is extended to include semiconductors and semimetals. Due to the complex inter-

connection between superconductivity and magnetism, the magnetic field provides

an ideal method for tuning the phase coherence of the superconducting order pa-

rameter. One component of this work examines the low-frequency response of the

cuprates in the vortex state and critically assesses several theoretical descriptions

of the vortex lattice dynamics. A detailed sum rule analysis in magnetic field

illuminates the role of phase coherence and kinetic energy change in the forma-

tion of the superconducting condensate. The magneto-optical data for a range of

cuprates are then discussed in the context of recent magneto-oscillation measure-

ments, addressing the plausibility of coherent antinodal quasiparticle pockets on

the Fermi surface. Finally, an infrared study of the proposed topological insulator

Bi2Se3 utilizes a novel experimental apparatus to uncover dramatic spectral weight

redistribution and electron-phonon coupling in this highly thermoelectric material.

xvii



Chapter 1

Introduction

Infrared/optical spectroscopy is a powerful and versatile tool for studying

condensed matter systems. It is useful for interrogating the excitation spectra of

materials on vastly disparate energy scales with both local specificity and broad

integrability, benefitting from sensitive resolution of subtle spectral characteristics,

but also the utilization of data from a wide frequency range to determine system

properties based on conservation laws. Spectroscopy is at its most insightful when

paired with a method of perturbation which allows the response of a system to be

measured while traversing a region of the phase diagram. Such a perturbation may

be realized through doping, temperature, pressure, or magnetic field, for example,

and can drive the system into new states or modify the energy landscape altogether.

Magnetic field is a particularly functional tuning knob, as it can impact

the electromagnetic response of a material in a reversible, precise way without

introducing disorder. Furthermore, when the material of interest is a supercon-

ductor, the magnetic field competes with superconducting order parameter in a

fundamental way, acting to break Cooper pairs as well as destroy phase coherence.

Here we employ a newly refined, more accurate technique of infrared optics in

magnetic field to probe previously inaccessible phenomena in correlated electron

systems including the high-transition-temperature superconductors and candidate

host materials for topological surface states.

In chapter 2 we report on the c-axis magneto-optical response of single

crystals of the high-transition-temperature cuprate superconductor YBa2Cu30y

1
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(YBCO), with magnetic fields oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the

CuO2 planes. For magnetic fields much smaller than the pairbreaking field, the

field penetrates the material in finite lines of flux known as vortices, interrupt-

ing the superconducting phase coherence and forming vortex lattices with com-

plex new phase relationships. Focusing on the H ‖CuO2 geometry, where the

magnetic field initiates Josephson vortices, we contrast the field dependence of

the low-frequency resonance behavior with that of two other cuprate materials,

La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ.

Chapter 3 discusses the role of c-axis magnetic field in the formation of the

interplane superconducting condensate in YBCO. It has been known for some time

that underdoped YBCO belongs to a class of cuprate superconductors in which the

superfluid density (dissipationless spectral weight associated with superconducting

carriers) is anomalously large compared to the spectral weight lost at low frequen-

cies during the superconducting transition. This extra weight, inferred to originate

from high-frequency regions of the spectrum, is associated with lowered electronic

kinetic energy in the superconducting state. A sum rule analysis in magnetic field

reveals that field suppresses the excess superfluid and returns it to high energies,

eliminating the kinetic change.

In chapter 4 we extend the results of chapter 3 to the magnetic field con-

figuration H ‖CuO2. For this geometry the kinetic energy change persists to

the highest measured fields, highlighting the influence of phase conherence in the

condensate formation. Additionally, the analysis is expanded to include data for

intermediate temperatures within the superconducting state, where the weaker

condensate is more susceptible to field.

Chapter 5 outlines the infrared perspective on magneto-oscillation studies

of the cuprate superconductors. The recent discovery of quasiparticles with closed

Fermi surfaces in underdoped cuprates has spurred the high-Tc community to ex-

plain the reciprocal-space origins of the coherent pockets. Here we utilize infrared

conductivity measurements of YBCO and LSCO in magnetic field, in conjuction

with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and transport results, to address

the plausibility of field-induced coherent electron pockets in the nodal and antin-
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odal regions of k-space.

Lastly, chapter 6 presents infrared magneto-reflectance and -transmission

measurements for the narrow-gap semiconductor Bi2Se3 which highlight new ad-

vances in accuracy and repeatability for the magneto-spectroscopy technique. Re-

cent theoretical work has identified this material as a prime candidate for the

realization of a topological insulator, an novel quantum state of matter character-

ized by robust metallic surface states and insulating bulk properties. We report on

spectral weight transfer in magnetic field, as well as identify signatures of electron-

phonon coupling.



Chapter 2

Interlayer electrodynamics and

unconventional vortex state in

YBa2Cu3Oy

Abstract

We report on the c-axis magneto-optical response of YBa2Cu3Oy (y = 6.65

and 6.75) single crystals, with magnetic fields oriented both parallel and perpen-

dicular to the CuO2 planes. The dominant characteristic of the c-axis electrody-

namics in the superconducting state, the Josephson plasma resonance (JPR), is

remarkably sensitive to fairly modest magnetic fields below 8 T. Fields oriented

perpendicular to the CuO2 planes are shown to shift the edge of the JPR and

also reduce the weight of the so-called “400-cm−1 mode”, shedding light on this

enigmatic feature. In the H || CuO2 geometry, where the magnetic field initiates

Josephson vortices, we observed a strong mode in the far-infrared which hardens

with increasing field. The field dependence of the low-frequency resonance behav-

ior is contrasted to that of two other cuprate materials: La2−xSrCuO4 compounds

that we have investigated earlier, and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ. Specifically, there exist

disparities in the number and field dependence of longitudinal modes measured

for each system. Many of these differences can be explained through a new nu-

4
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merical solution of the interlayer phase equations which includes effects of both

in-plane and c-axis dissipation parameters. Support for this approach is given by

calculations of the Josephson vortex lattice ground state configuration, and further

insight is gained through the phenomenological framework of the transverse JPR

model, as well as a classical model of vortex dynamics.

2.1 Introduction

Since the first synthesis of single crystal cuprate superconductors nearly

two decades ago, there has been much interest in their interplane conductivity

(1; 2). The coupling between the major structural subunits, the CuO2 planes, has

been shown to be of Josephson origin (3; 4; 5), and interplay has been observed

between the phonon modes and the electronic background, both of which reveal

complicated temperature dependence (6; 7; 8). The formation of the pseudogap

in the c-axis electronic conductivity of underdoped crystals (9; 10; 11; 12; 13) (or

of the superconducting gap in nearly optimally doped compounds (2)) and the

local field effects involving the phonon modes (14) yield a rich variety of complex

behaviors. Furthermore, observation of phenomena such as the change of kinetic

energy below Tc (15; 16; 18; 19; 20; 17) may give insight into the mechanism of

high-Tc superconductivity itself.

Both doping and temperature dependence of the interplane conductivity

have been investigated in detail for several families of high-T c cuprates (9; 12;

21; 19). There is an agreement on the gross trends (2), although the interpreta-

tion of several features, including the so-called “400-cm−1 resonance” seen only in

bilayered materials, remains controversial (22; 12; 23)

There has been comparatively little work on the effect of magnetic field on

the interlayer transport (24; 26; 25), with only two publications pertaining to the

YBa2Cu3Oy (YBCO) system (27; 28), which is otherwise one of the most studied

high-Tc superconductors. This scarcity is an indicator of the technical difficulty

of these experiments rather than their importance. Magnetic field constitutes an

efficient tuning “knob;” the field can be used to impact the superfluid density more
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gently than temperature and, unlike doping, this tuning is reversible and does not

change the level of disorder in the system. In this article we exploit the influence

of magnetic field to better understand the origin of several characteristics of the

vortex state as well as of the anomalies of the c-axis response.

For field magnitudes between the lower and upper critical fields, field lines

enter a type-II superconductor in tubes of quantized flux known as vortices. The

vortex state, particularly that of the high-Tc cuprates, presents a complex phase

diagram characterized by varying degrees of structural order, pinning, and flux

flow, among other properties (29; 30). The current theoretical descriptions of the

vortex state have been successful at explaining, and at times even predicting, the

phenomena observed in transport and thermodynamic experiments (31; 32; 33).

The results of infrared and microwave measurements as a whole, however, have not

been so easily accounted for; as we will show in this article, the data collected for

the canonical cuprate families (27; 25; 34) reveal distinct electromagnetic responses

which have thus far not yielded to description under a single theoretical picture.

Here conductivity data for the underdoped YBCO system will be presented and

compared with previous experimental results in light of several theoretical per-

spectives. Section II will describe the magneto-optical experiment carried out at

University of Califonia, San Diego. We will present temperature and field de-

pendence of both the reflectance data and the optical constants obtained from

them. In Sec. III we will introduce a progression of theoretical models relevant to

the interplane electrodynamics, including the vortex dynamical model of Tachiki,

Koyama, and Takahashi (TKT) (36), the bilayer model by van der Marel and

Tvetskov (vdMT) (35), vortex lattice ground state calculations by Nonomura and

Hu (48), and a numerical solution of the interlayer phase equations by Koshelev

(49; 47). We singled out Refs. (36), (35), and (47) out of many other models

constructed to describe the vortex dynamics (37; 38; 39; 40) because the TKT,

vdM/T, and Koshelev scenarios explicitly consider the frequency dependence of

the optical constants in the vortex state. The vortex lattice calculations by Nono-

mura and Hu (48) and Koshelev (49) define the regimes in which these models are

applicable. Each perspective contributes to the understanding of this problem, but
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we will show that dissimilar features of the Josephson vortex electrodynamics can

best be reconciled by considering the role of both in-plane and c-axis dissipation

following the recent theoretical treatment by Koshelev (47).

2.2 Magneto-optical experiment

2.2.1 Raw reflectance data

The single crystals of YBCO under study in this work were grown using

the flux method and annealed to oxygen contents of y = 6.65 and 6.75. Transport

measurements, reported elsewhere (41), show that these crystals are of high purity,

and sharp transitions to the superconducting state occur at Tc = 60 K and 65 K,

respectively. One large crystal (ac-face area = 2× 5 mm2) was used for each zero-

field characterization, while for magneto-optical measurements 3–4 smaller smaller

samples were assembled to form 3× 6 mm2 mosaics. Samples were approximately

3 mm thick. For each doping, all samples studied were grown and annealed in the

same batch.

Experimental data were collected in a two-step process. Zero-field absolute

reflectance R(ω) was first obtained at near-normal incidence over a broad range of

frequency (18−48000 cm−1) and temperature (8−295 K). In order to minimize the

effects of finite sample size the reference data were taken using a technique where

a sample is coated in-situ with Au (42). Field induced changes of reflectance were

then recorded as the ratio R(T, H)/R(T, 0 T) for magnetic fields H up to 8 T

applied both parallel and perpendicular to the CuO2 plane. Although the system

has been characterized to be stable over changing fields, reference spectra were also

collected in field using an aluminum mirror (43). In all measurements the electric

field was linearly polarized along the c axis of the crystal.

Zero-field reflectance R(ω) at several temperatures is displayed in Fig.

2.1(a) for y = 6.67 and Fig. 2.2(a) for y = 6.75. At T = 295 K the reflectiv-

ity is flat in the far infrared with an upturn toward R = 1 as ω → 0. The rich

structure above ω = 100 cm−1 due to a series of transverse optical phonons is fol-

lowed by nearly featureless mid-infrared response. As the temperature is lowered
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from room temperature to Tc the far-infrared reflectance shifts to lower values,

indicating that the system is becoming less conducting in the c direction. A broad

feature near ω = 450 cm−1 appears at temperatures as high as 150 K and grows

dramatically with further cooling. Below Tc a distinct change is seen in the low-

frequency spectra; here we observe a sharp plasma edge at ω = ωB, below which

reflectance is nearly unity. This feature is a signature of the Josephson plasma

resonance (JPR), a coherent interplane oscillation of Cooper pairs. This plasma

edge grows sharper and moves to higher energy as the superconducting condensate

is stiffened at lower temperatures. These results are consistent with earlier studies

of similar dopings (9; 12).

Application of an external magnetic field in either orientation with respect

to the CuO2 plane produces dramatic changes in reflectance. For measurements

made with H || CuO2, shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b), a new absorption feature is

observed at frequencies ωA below the JPR edge. This dip in R(ω) (first appearing

at ωA = 40 cm−1 for y = 6.75 at H = 4 T) deepens and moves to higher energies

with increasing field. This agrees with optical studies of YB2Cu3O6.60 in magnetic

field (27). Several contrasts between dopings are observed, however. The present

H || CuO2 spectra for the y = 6.75 crystal do not exhibit the decrease of the

JPR edge frequency ωB seen for the y = 6.60 and 6.67 dopings. Also, the data

reported in this work show no enhancement of the “400 cm−1” resonance, as was

seen in the prior data for y = 6.60 (27). In fact, no new absorptions appear

at frequencies higher than 100 cm−1, and the only modifications to the spectra

involve minute shifts of phonon peak frequencies. In the H || c geometry, an

entirely different behavior is seen [see Figs. 1(c) and 2(c)] . There is no evidence

of a new resonance in the low-frequency absorption; instead the JPR edge softens

and broadens. The higher energy behavior is also clearly dissimilar between the

two experiments, as only the H || c reflectance exhibits a suppression of the “400

cm−1 feature.” The differences between the various spectra are highlighted by the

field ratios R(H)/R(H = 0) in the insets to Figs. 1(b), 1(c), 2(b) and 2(c). For

both H || CuO2 and H || c geometries field induced changes of reflectance became

weaker and broader as the temperature was increased to Tc, and in the pseudogap
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Figure 2.1: Infrared reflectance R(ω) of YBa2Cu3O6.67 single crystal for (a) several
temperatures above and below Tc and at 8 K for magnetic fields oriented (b) parallel
to the CuO2 planes and c) parallel to the c axis . Below Tc the sharp reflectance
edge characteristic of the Josephson plasma resonance (JPR) is evident. Fields
applied parallel to the CuO2 planes produce a new resonance feature below the
plasma edge which shifts upward with increasing field, while c-axis fields shift the
JPR to lower energies. The “400 cm−1” mode, which appears above Tc, is clearly
modified by c-axis, but not in-plane, magnetic fields. Inset: Field ratios ∆R = R(8
K, H T)/R(8 K, 0 T).
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state above Tc no field induced changes were observed within the signal-to-noise

of our experiment.

2.2.2 c-axis optical conductivity, loss function, and super-

fluid density

Reflectance data were transformed via the Kramers-Kronig (KK) relations

to produce the complex conductivity σ̂(ω) = σ1(ω)+iσ2 (ω) and complex dielectric

function ε̂(ω) = ε1 (ω) + iε2 (ω). We have verified that the extrapolations required

for the KK analysis do not affect the conductivity spectra within the range where

actual data exist. Generally, the conventional form of the KK integrals is not

suitable for reflectance data collected in magnetic field due to the emergence of

nondiagonal components in the conductivity tensor (44). In a metal these contri-

butions are governed by the cyclotron frequency ωc = eH/m∗c, where H is the

applied magnetic field and m∗ is the electronic effective mass. Since the effec-

tive masses relevant to both the intraplane and particularly interplane response of

cuprates are large (45), the use of the conventional KK relations would be justified.

In a superconductor, however, the relevant parameter is the hall angle, which has

been shown to be small both in the plane and along the c axis of YBCO (46).

The dissipative part of the conductivity, σ1 (ω), is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

At room temperature σ1 (ω) is characterized by a series of infrared active phonons

superimposed upon a nearly flat electronic background. The zero-field conductiv-

ities, displayed in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), show that both the phonon structure and

electronic background are temperature dependent, with two major effects taking

place. First is the emergence of the pseudogap, a partial suppression of low-

frequency conductivity common in underdoped cuprates. Also important is the

shift in spectral weight from the high-frequency tail of the 320 cm−1 phonon to the

asymmetrical mode at 450–500 cm−1 (8). Note that this shift begins at temper-

atures as high as 150 K, far above Tc. This mode, which appears in a variety of

bilayered cuprates, has been attributed to a Josephson transverse mode (35), and

alternatively to bilayer splitting (23). Note that the overall conductivity levels are
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Figure 2.2: Infrared reflectance R(ω) of YBa2Cu3O6.75 single crystal. See caption
of Fig. 1 for details.
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higher for y = 6.75 than for y = 6.67, and that the assymmetrical mode occurs at

a higher frequency.

Similar to the raw reflectance data, the optical conductivity displays dra-

matically different behavior between the two field orientations studied. For H || CuO2,

shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b), the low frequency dip seen in the reflectance spectra

is manifested in σ1(ω) as a resonance whose strength and center frequency depend

on magnetic field. In contrast, the H || c conductivity changes very little in the

low-frequency region [see Figs. 3(c) and 4(c)]. The contribution due to the elec-

tronic background increases monotonically with field, and only a broad absorption

is seen. Significant field-induced changes do appear at higher energies, however,

as the “400 cm−1” mode is systematically suppressed with H || c. Spectral weight

is transferred back into the edge of the 320 cm−1 phonon, reversing the effects of

lowering temperature.

Further insight into the field dependence of the JPR can be gained by

examining the loss function Im[-1/ε(ω)], shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Peaks in the

loss function occur at possible zero crossings of ε1 (ω) , identifying the screened

frequency position of longitudinal plasma oscillations. The low-frequency loss

function spectra in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a) are mainly featureless at temperatures

above the superconducting transition, but below Tc they exhibit a resonance at

ωB = 50 (77) cm−1 which corresponds to the longitudinal JPR in the y = 6.67

(6.75) sample. As the field applied parallel to the planes is increased a new peak

develops at a lower frequency ωA = 30 (40) cm−1 [see Figs. 5(b) and 6(b)]. In

the more underdoped sample the main loss function peak hardens by 5 cm−1 by

4 T, but does not change as field is increased to 8 T. At the higher doping the

main peak frequency is field independent. This additional mode does not appear

for H || c in Figs. 5(c) and 6(c); rather, the original peak at ωB is shifted to lower

energies, reflecting the suppression of the JPR.

We will now show that the dominant effect underlying the trends in the

optical conductivity seen above is a destruction of the superconducting condensate

by magnetic field. The electronic response of a superconducting material can be

quantified within a two-fluid framework in which the optical conductivity has the
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ωA = 30 cm−1 in fields parallel to the CuO2 planes, and the JPR peak broadens
and weakens for fields parallel to the c axis.
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form σ1 (ω) = ρsδ (ω) + σreg
1 (ω) . The first term stands for the contribution of

the superconducting condensate, which has the form of a zero-frequency delta

function whose weight is the superfluid density ρs = πe2ns/2m
∗. Here ns is the

superconducting carrier density and m∗ is the pair effective mass. The latter term

is the regular, finite-frequency contribution σreg
1 (ω) due to unpaired carriers and

pinned vortex modes, among other sources. The δ function cannot be directly

observed in the σ1 (ω) spectra, but its influence can be deduced by examining

σ2 (ω). This virtue of imaginary conductivity is due to Kramers-Kronig relations

implying that the δ function in σ1(ω) must be matched with a 1/ω dependence

in σ2(ω). The net outcome of the condensate formation is the following expression

for the imaginary conductivity:

σ2 (ω) =
ρs

πω
+ σreg

2 (ω) . (2.1)

Similar to the real conductivity, the spectra of σ2 (ω) inferred from KK analy-

sis of the data also contain a contribution due to unpaired carriers and pinned

vortex modes in addition to the superfluid term. Therefore, in order to extract

accurate values of the superfluid density from the conductivity data it is im-

perative to correct the results of the KK analysis for this regular contribution

σreg
2 (ω) (5). Equation 2.1 can then be solved for the corrected superfluid den-

sity ρs = πω[σ2(ω) − σreg
2 (ω)], which is plotted for YBa2Cu3O6.75 in Fig. 2.7 for

H = 0− 8 T and several temperatures below Tc. As emphasized by the 3D nature

of the graph, the increases of temperature and field share the common aspect of

suppressing ρs, but with disparate power law dependencies. Different power laws

are also observed between the two field geometries; although ρs is suppressed by

50% at 8T in both cases, the field dependence of ρs in the H || CuO2 orientation

[Fig. 2.7(a)] has a concave curvature whereas the H || c suppression [Fig. 2.7(b)]

is nearly linear in field. The crystal with y = 6.67 (not shown) exhibited similar

trends of suppression of superfluid, but with smaller magnitudes.
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(a) H || CuO2

(b) H || c

Figure 2.7: Superfluid density ρs for YBa2Cu3O6.75, determined by σ2 analysis with
correction for regular contribution, as a function of temperature and magnetic field.
Although both plots show suppression of superfluid density with field, the parallel
field orientation (a) produces a concave curvature, while the perpedicular field
dependence (b) is nearly linear.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of electrodynamic response data for various families of
cuprate superconductors. Raw reflectance spectra reveal a resonance feature below
the Josephson plasma edge for YBCO (a) but not La214 (b). The loss function
spectra show two longitudinal resonance modes for YBCO (c), but only one for
La214 (d). A frequency-field phase diagram for Bi2212 (e) from ref. (65) displays
two magnetoabsorption modes.

2.2.3 Comparison to other cuprate superconductors

To place into context the electrodynamic response of the YBa2Cu3Oy com-

pounds described above, it is useful to make a comparison to two other cuprate

superconductors, La2−xSrxCuO4 (La214) and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d (Bi2212). We will

show that despite the common structural characteristics of these compounds, their

Josephson vortex state electrodynamics exhibit striking differences. Consider, for

example, the c-axis optical properties of La214 crystals under magnetic field ap-

plied parallel to the CuO2 planes. The reflectance, shown in Fig. 2.8(b), shows

no sign of the structure at ω = ωA seen in YBCO. Rather, the JPR frequency ωB

softens and the entire plasmon structure is weakened. Stark differences also appear

in the low frequency optical conductivity, plotted above in Figs. 3(b) and 4(c) for

YBCO and published elsewhere for La214 (57). In contrast to the behavior ob-

served for YBCO, σ1(ω) increases broadly with field for La214, with no formation

of a sharp transverse resonance.

In the Bi2212 system the larger anisotropy lowers the JPR frequency to
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a range inaccessible to infrared spectroscopy; microwave magnetoabsorption tech-

niques are used instead (65). Since the latter method identifies longitudinal modes,

the features it reveals can be most directly compared to the loss function in the

above IR results. The work in ref. (65) focused on an underdoped crystal with

transition temperature Tc = 70 K, but all trends were observed at optimal dop-

ing as well. The frequency-field diagram for Bi2212 in Fig. 2.8(e) displays two

resonances: one appears only at higher temperatures and hardens linearly with

parallel field as a dense vortex lattice is formed (39); the other resonance, visible

at low temperature and nonzero fields, softens with magnetic field. This result

differs distinctly from that of the other systems; La214 supports only one sharp

longitudinal mode, and its peak frequency ωB decreases with field [see Fig. 2.8(d)].

As mentioned above, in YBCO the JPR peak frequency ωB is field independent

or weakly increasing, and the linewidth is broader [see Fig. 2.8(c)]. Furthermore,

both modes in YBCO are sharpest at low temperature, with no evidence of the ad-

ditional temperature scale seen in Bi2212. The closest agreement between the data

sets is in the lower-frequency modes of YBCO (labeled as ωA) and Bi2212. Both

are too weak to be resolved at the lowest fields and have little frequency depen-

dence in modest fields. At the outset, the electromagnetic responses of the three

systems appear to be quite distinct and without a common pattern; thus, the task

of finding a universal explanation has not been straightforward (66; 67; 68; 69).

2.3 Theoretical models

Many theoretical models have been proposed to explain the low-frequency

infrared and microwave properties of the layered high-Tc superconductors. Ear-

lier theories (37; 38; 40) have accurately described elements of the experimental

data for individual families of cuprates but have not sufficiently accounted for the

differences in resonance behaviors from family to family displayed in Fig. 2.8.

Discussion below outlines a series of developments which form a coherent expla-

nation of these disparities. All models discussed give predictions for the frequency

dependence of the optical conductivity. In Sec. III A, a classical description of
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Josephson vortex oscillation presented by Tachiki, Koyama, and Takahashi (TKT)

(36) marks a good starting point for approaching this problem. Here the interlayer

phase equations are solved analytically for small fields. A different perspective

is gained in Sec. III B with the phenomenological model of van der Marel and

Tsvetkov (35; 95), which considers the modification of the JPR behavior in a mul-

tilayer system. The parameter space where this model is applicable is specified

in detail by calculations of the Josephson vortex lattice ground state, computed

by Nonomura and Hu (48), as well as Koshelev (49), and discussed in Sec. III

C. This knowledge of the ground state configuration has been integrated into new

numerical solutions of the interlayer phase equations which take into account the

in-plane and c-axis dissipations. This approach by Koshelev (47) is described in

Sec. III D.

2.3.1 Vortex oscillation model

Any microscopic derivation of the electrodynamic properties of a coupled

Josephson system must begin with the interlayer phase equations (50; 51), and it is

instructive to first consider their analytical solution. With this objective, we have

found many of the features of the low-frequency resonance mode to be in qual-

itative, and perhaps even quantitative, agreement with predictions of the vortex

dynamics model of TKT (36). This theory has been applied to explain changes

in superfluid density and plasma edge position in LSCO (25; 24) but the present

work is the first to employ it to fit a finite-frequency mode in the conductivity data.

The TKT model offers descriptions of the low frequency electromagnetic response

of cuprate superconductors for magnetic fields oriented both parallel and perpen-

dicular to the CuO2 planes, taking into account the difference in vortex structure

between the two geometries. For the case of magnetic fields oriented parallel to the

c axis, the flux penetrates the material by forming pancake vortices which order in

an Abrikosov lattice in the ab plane (29). According to the TKT model, since the

c-axis plasma induced by the applied electric field does not couple to these pancake

vortices, the primary effect of the field on the low-frequency optics is quasiparticle
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scattering inside the normal vortex core and the change in dielectric function this

engenders. The normal and superconducting areas of the ab plane are modeled

with oscillators with and without damping, respectively, and the total dielectric

function is a weighted average of the two regions. Thus, for low temperatures, we

have

ε (ω) = εc −
ω2

p

ω(ω + i0+)

[
1− H

Hc2

]
−

ω2
p

ω(ω + iγ)

[
H

Hc2

]
, (2.2)

where H is the applied magnetic field, Hc2 is the thermodynamic upper critical

field, γ is the quasiparticle scattering rate in the normal region, and ωp is propor-

tional to the total number of carriers.

Fields applied paralled to the ab plane, however, will create Josephson

vortices with cores pinned in the normal regions between CuO2 planes and current

patterns sustained by Josephson tunneling. Here the vortex dynamics play an

important role, and the equation of motion for a vortex oscillating with viscous

damping constant η and mass M about a pinning site with Labusch constant κp is

M ü + η u̇ + κpu =
Φ0

c
~J × n̂,

where Φ0 is the flux quantum, ~J is the current, and n̂ is the unit vector along the

vortex direction. Solving for the transverse dielectric function yields

ε(ω) = ε−
ω2

ps

ω2 +
ω2

pn

ω(ω+iγ)

1 + φ0

4πλ2
c

H
κp−iηω−Mω2

, (2.3)

where ωps =
√

c2/λ2
c and ωpn are the superconducting and normal state plasma

frequencies, respectively, and λc is the c-axis penetration depth. Representative

R(ω) and σ1 (ω) obtained from this model are shown in Fig. 2.9. Note that the

dip in R(ω) and peak in σ1 (ω) appear only for the H || CuO2 orientation, as

was observed in the experimental data. The H || c spectra exhibit a shift in the

frequency of the plasma edge in R(ω) and a monotonic increase of σ1 (ω), also

corresponding to the data. One aspect of the H || c data not accounted for in

the TKT theory is the broad absorption near 60 cm−1 at H = 8 T. This feature,

different in appearance from the resonance seen for H || CuO2, may be a result

of the in-plane inhomogeneities produced by pancake vortices and their random

fluctuations in the vortex liquid state (58; 57).
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Figure 2.9: Theoretical model curves for c-axis reflectance and optical conductivity,
as derived from the vortex dynamical model of Tachiki, Koyama, and Takahashi
(Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)). Here the penetration depth is adjusted with field to account
for the suppression of superfluid density in field. Qualitative trends seen here
mirror those seen in the experimental data in Figs. 1 and 2. For H || CuO2,
the low frequency resonance is visible in (a) the reflectance and (c) the optical
conductivity. Such a feature is only produced for a large vortex mass. In the H || c
orientation, the plasma edge in the reflectance (b) is shifted to lower energies with
field. The normal vortex cores increase dissipation in σ1(ω) (d).
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Figure 2.10: Theoretical fits (thick gray) to experimental reflectance data for
YBa2Cu3O6.75 at 8 K (thin colored) using vortex dynamical model of Tachiki,
Koyama, and Takahashi. Several values of magnetic field applied parallel to the
CuO2 planes are shown. For these fits the normal contribution σreg

1 (ω) was added
to the optical conductivity derived from the theory in order to account for phonons
and electronic background. Fit parameters are listed in Table 2.1.

The TKT functional forms for R (ω) generated from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)

were successfully fitted to the perpendicular and parallel field experimental data,

respectively, for the y = 6.75 sample. In the H || c case we used the mean-field

Hc2 = 41 T obtained from magnetoresistance measurements (59) and fit for ωp and

γ. The theoretical agreement is closest for the lower fields, as the 8 T data shows

a stronger suppression of the plasmon than theory predicts. For H || CuO2 the

fitting was performed in the following way: first, zero-field R(ω) was fitted using

λc and ωp as free parameters. Next, in-field curves were iteratively fitted with κp

and η, then λc, allowed to vary. A single value of M was acceptable for all fields.

The regular (nonsuperconducting) components of σ1 (ω) and σ2 (ω) were added to

the theoretical prediction to compensate for the presence of phonons and electronic

background, which are not accounted for by the model.

When comparing the fit curves to the data in Fig. 2.7, remarkable agree-

ment is observed in both field and frequency dependency of the resonance. Though

not shown, the corresponding peak in σ1 (ω) is also reproduced. As seen in Table

2.1, best-fit values for λc(8T ) were within 20% of those measured experimentally,
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with better agreement at lower fields, and vortex dynamical parameters κp and η

were within the range of those reported elsewhere (30). The exception was the

vortex inertial mass, which was required to be much larger (factor of 104) than

theoretically predicted for fields oriented parallel to the planes of a layered super-

conductor (60). Since there exists no widely accepted method for determining the

vortex mass (61; 63; 62; 64), it is difficult to interpret the large value of the mass

required to reproduce the experimental line shape.

The success of these fits should be tempered with some criticism. The

TKT analysis depends sensitively on the dynamical parameters, which can only

be corroborated with transport or microwave resonance experiments. It is unclear

whether values obtained via these methods should be compatible with those in-

ferred optically, so they were allowed to vary in the fitting. Thus, the fact that the

vortex dynamical theory yields such an accurate fit to the data is hardly surprising,

given the extra degrees of freedom allowed in the fit. A more fundamental issue

is that the application of the TKT model to these systems relies on assumptions

which may be invalid. First, the TKT model will produce a new field-induced

resonance only if large effective mass is assigned to Josephson vortices. In related

work in LSCO (25), vortex-induced suppression of superfluid density was explained

through the TKT theory; as shown above no finite frequency feature was observed,

and little or no mass was needed to produce a fit. Then within this framework

one has to assume massive vortices in YBCO and much lighter ones in La214,

an unlikely premise given the similarities in the zero-field response between the

two systems, and the parameters upon which vortex mass is theorized to depend.

Second, it is likely that the approximations for low frequencies and fields place

the features under consideration outside of the physcially meaningful parameter

space. Nonetheless, the TKT theory affords insight into the influence of the vortex

dynamical parameters and provides a good theoretical starting point.
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Table 2.1: Parameters used for fitting reflectance data with TKT theory, as shown
in Fig. 2.7.

H (T) 0 2 4 8
λobs

c (µm) 4.42 4.80 5.26 6.16
λfit

c (µm) 4.14 4.14 4.42 4.85
(λobs

c − λfit
c )/λobs

c 0.06 0.14 0.16 0.21
ωp (cm−1) 386 358 324 271
κ (×106 Pa) - 5.81 5.12 6.15
η (×105 Pa cm−1) - 1.72 1.18 1.07
M (Pa cm−2) - 3190 3190 3190

2.3.2 Transverse plasmon model

The van der Marel–Tvetskov (vdMT) model was developed specifically to

describe the electrodynamics of multilayer superconductors (35). It predicts that

in a system composed of layers with alternating Josephson coupling strengths the

out-of-phase charge oscillations between layers will produce a transverse optical

plasma resonance. A mode of this type is manifested as a resonance in the optical

conductivity spectra. This theory was originally introduced as a possible expla-

nation for the anomalously broad “400 cm−1” resonance observed in underdoped

bilayered cuprates (9; 95). The centrality of the compounds’ bilayer nature is sup-

ported by the fact that the feature has not been observed in single-layer cuprates

such as LSCO. However, when LSCO is doped with Sm a bilayer structure is

created, and with it an transverse resonance near 12 cm−1. Calculations based

on frequency positions of the longitudinal plasmons within the constituent layers

have been used to accurately track the position of the transverse plasmon through

changes in temperature (52; 53) and field (54).

Following this progression, the theory has also been extended to the vortex

state of YBCO under a magnetic field applied parallel to the CuO2 layers (27).

The key assumption in this case is that vortices will penetrate only some of the

layers, forming a quantized lattice along the c axis with a lattice parameter comen-

surate with the interlayer spacing (37). The differing couplings between junctions

with and without vortices then define a vortex superstructure and a transverse

resonance is produced. Although the pertinent resonance features in these three
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systems (YBCO intrinsic bilayer, Sm2O2/(La, Sr)2O2−δ superlattice, and YBCO

vortex superstructure) occur over different energy scales and exhibit strikingly dif-

ferent temperature and magnetic field response, all have been explained using the

fundamental idea of the transverse resonance (35).

In a derivation of the dielectric function due to a transverse plasmon (35),

the bilayer system is modeled as a stack of superconducting layers with alternating

Josephson coupling strengths and corresponding plasma frequencies ωpA and ωpB.

By adding in series the impedances of the individual layers (rather than the con-

ductivities, as is the case for parallel conduction channels) the dielectric function

can be expressed in the form

ε(ω)

ε∞
=

zAω2

ω(ω + iγA)− ω2
pA

+
zBω2

ω(ω + iγB)− ω2
pB

, (2.4)

where ε∞ is the high-frequency dielectric constant, and ωpv and γv are the

screened Josephson plasma frequencies and damping constants which characterize

each type of junction. The zeros of this function correspond to longitudinal plasma

oscillations, which can be observed as peaks in the loss function Im[-1/ε(ω)]. A

pole in the dielectric function at ωT = (zAω2 + zBω2)1/2 identifies a transverse

plasmon and appears as a resonance peak in σ1 (ω) . In the simplest form of the

bilayer model, the weight factors zv (constrained by zA + zB = 1) are determined

solely by the volume fractions occupied by the layers, but the theory has been

expanded to include the influence of electronic compressibility (55).

The transverse plasmon formalism has been applied to the present YBCO

data for fields parallel to the CuO2 planes, with all relevant parameters listed in

Table 2.2. Examination of the loss function and conductivity spectra in Figs. 3–

6 yields, for a fixed magnetic field, the longitudinal plasma frequencies ωB and

ωA, corresponding respectively to JPRs in junctions with and without vortices, as

well as the transverse plasma frequency ωT . The proximity of a phonon peak at

ω = 94 cm−1 introduces at most a systematic error of 5% in ωB for the more highly

doped sample. From these frequency positions the weight factors zA and zB can

be calculated. The high-frequency limit of the experimental ε1(ω) is also taken

directly from the data. The theoretical reflectivity corresponding to Eq. 2.4 was

fitted to the R(ω) data, with the damping constants γv as the only free parameters.
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As seen in Fig. 2.11, the fit matches well the shapes of R (ω) and σ1 (ω), and the

theoretical integrated spectral weight of the tranverse mode Scalc
T is close to the

observed value of Sexp
T . For example, for y = 6.75 we find Scalc

T = 5.88× 104 cm−2

and Sexp
T = 5.93× 104 cm−2. Fits were obtained at 4–8 (8) T for the crystal with

y = 6.67 (6.75); below these fields the frequency position of the lower longitudinal

mode is not well defined, precluding similar quantitative analysis.

Provided the structural parameters of the bilayer crystal are known, then

it is possible to calculate the electronic compressibility from the weight factors zv

(54; 56). In the case of a vortex superstructure, however, we have no separate

measurement of the c-axis vortex lattice constant, and the effects of the changing

lattice structure and compressiblity cannot be deconvoluted.

Table 2.2: Parameters used for fitting reflectivity with transverse plasmon model
(Eq. 2.4). The only free parameters were γA and γB. All others were inferred from
the experimental data in Figs. 2 and 3, as described in the text. The theoretical
curves which utilize these parameters are displayed in Fig. 2.5.

y = 6.75 y = 6.67
H (T) 8 4 5 6 7 8
ωA (cm−1) 40 30 30 30 30 30
ωB (cm−1) 80 55 55 55 55 55
ωT (cm−1) 52 34 39 40 42 45
zA 0.23 0.12 0.29 0.34 0.41 0.53
zB 0.77 0.88 0.71 0.66 0.59 0.47
γa (cm−1) 25 8.9 13 12 13 15
γb (cm−1) 39 32 25 24 23 19
Scalc

T (103cm−2) 58 40 40 39 37 35
Sobs

T (103cm−2) 59 37 38 38 38 37

The observed effects of magnetic field upon the 400 cm−1 mode are also in

qualitative agreement with the transverse plasmon description. As detailed in the

introduction to the vdMT theory, this mode has been described as a transverse

plasmon arising from out of phase oscillation of the JPR and another, broader

longitudinal mode at a higher frequency. Since the frequency position and spectral

weight of the 400 cm−1 transverse mode (see Fig. 2.2) are dependent upon the

positions of the longitudinal modes (see Fig. 2.3), one could expect to see corre-
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lations between these entities as they are altered by the field. Indeed, for the y =

6.75 sample any changes in the position of the loss function peak ωB correspond-

ing to the Josephson plasmon are linked to changes in the 400 cm−1 mode. For

H || CuO2, ωB and the 400 cm−1 mode are both not affected. When H is applied

along the c axis, however, we observe a softening of ωB, matched by a suppres-

sion of the 400 cm−1 mode. For the more underdoped sample, the hardening of

the loss function mode at ω = ωB is not matched by a growth of the 400 cm−1

mode. This may suggest that both low frequency longitudinal modes are involved

in the out-of-phase coupling which produces the broad transverse mode, and that

the hardening of the mode at ωB is balanced by the growth of the one at ωA to

maintain a constant “center of spectral weight.”

This model yields a good fit to the present YBCO data with few free pa-

rameters, and has an excellent track record in describing far-infrared resonances in

a variety of systems with multilayer geometries (28; 54). The strength and versa-

tility of the approach stem from its phenomenological handling of the modification

of interlayer Josephson couplings. When augmented with detailed calculations of

the Josephson vortex superstructure (discussed below) the vdMT framework pro-

vides a qualitative account of differences between magneto-optics data in YBCO

and La214 compounds.

2.3.3 Josephson vortex lattice ground state calculations

The effect of magnetic field upon a superconducting material depends on the

relevant field scales for that particular system. Therefore, to analyze on the same

footing the in-field JPR response of different families of cuprates it is imperative to

turn to calculations of vortex lattice configuration which account for those scales.

Recent studies by Koshelev (49) as well as Nonomura and Hu (48) have worked

within the Lawrence-Doniach model. By minimizing the free energy functional

they obtained the Josephson vortex lattice ground state. Here the critical field

is defined as Hcr = Φ0/2πγs2, where Φ0 is the magnetic flux quantum, γ is the

anisotropy parameter, and s is the interlayer distance. For high fields the Josephson
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Figure 2.11: Fits (thick gray) to experimental reflectance data (thin black) at T=8
K and several values of magnetic field using theory of van der Marel and Tvetskov
(left panels) and optical conductivity derived from fit function (right panels). These
curves from the y = 6.67 doping are shown as example of the quality of fit which
can be obtained. The model was also successful for the sample with y = 6.75.
Fit parameters are displayed in Table 2.2, with the only free parameters being
the linewidths γa and γb. All other parameters were measured directly in the
conductivity and loss function or calculated as described in the text.
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vortices fill every layer to form a dense lattice (Fig. 2.12(a)), but upon lowering

below H = Hcr it becomes favorable for each pair of layers containing vortices to

be separated by an empty layer [Fig. 2.12(b)]. As the field is further decreased

there is a complicated series of first order transitions between configurations with

varying spacings, until a dilute lattice is eventually formed for H << Hcr [Fig.

2.12(c)]. For Bi2212, Hcr ≈ 0.21 T (γ = 1100, s = 12 Å), while for YBCO and

La214 the field scales are 11 T (γ = 20, s = 12 Å) and 60 T (γ = 13, s = 6.4 Å),

respectively.

The limitations on experimentally available magnetic field strength then

place each sample in Fig. 2.8 in a different field regime. In the case of La214,

the maximum field experimentally available (17 T) is just over a quarter of Hcr,

so the vortex structure is still dilute. Thus, the data for La214 would be more

accurately compared to the far left side of Fig. 2.8(e), where the upper frequency

mode softens with field and the lower frequency mode is not yet observed. For

YBCO, however, Hcr is only slightly higher than the upper experimental limit.

For this system the low-frequency loss function peak is first resolved just below

Hcr/2, as was observed for Bi2212. The broad onset of this feature in YBCO at

fields as low as Hcr/4 has not yet been reconciled with the single-peaked spectra of

La214. Only for Bi2212, which boasts an anisotropy 50–100 times as large as that

of YBCO or La214, is the dense vortex lattice regime explored. This information

provides justification for the assumptions of vortex superstructure at the core of

the vdMT theory. It also allows insight into charging effects, for if the theoretical

value of the vortex spacing is inserted into the equation for layer weight factors it

is possible to determine the electronic compressibility. Further, these calculations

allow for new numerical solutions of the interlayer phase equations (47) which will

be discussed in Sec. III D.

2.3.4 Numerical solution of interlayer phase equations

Understanding of the Josephson vortex state electrodynamic response has

been further advanced by the inclusion of another set of key parameters, the c-axis

and in-plane dissipation values. Recently the equations describing phase dynam-
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(a)  H >> Hcr

(b)  H < H cr

(c)  H << Hcr

Figure 2.12: Ground state configuration of Josephson vortex lattice for several
values of magnetic field, as predicted by Nonomura and Hu (48), and Koshelev
(49). (a) For fields larger than the critical field scale Hcr (see text) vortices form a
dense lattice. (b) Below Hcr the lattice undergoes a series of first order transitions
to configurations in which layers with vortices are separated by Nz planes. (c) For
small fields H << Hcr vortices form a dilute lattice.
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ics in a layered superconductor in parallel field have been solved numerically by

Koshelev (47), yielding a solution for the complex dielectric function ε̂ (ω) which is

valid for all frequencies and fields. This work begins with the coupled equations for

the phase difference and magnetic field in the absence of charging effects (50; 51).

Assuming a vortex lattice configuration with lattice spacing Nz, the static phase

equations are solved for a fixed field. This solution is then input into dynamic

phase equations to calculate the oscillating phase, and from it the loss function.

This description depends strongly upon both the in-plane and c-axis dissipation

parameters, νab = 4πσc/εcωp and νc = 4πσabλ
2
abωp/c

2, which scale roughly as the

inverse of the anisotropy. Also critical is the frequency dependence of their rela-

tive strengths. Such an approach provides a natural pathway for addressing the

differences among cuprate families, and indeed many observed features are repro-

duced by the theory. For low values of the dissipation parameters (typical of those

measured in Bi2212), the model matches the field dependence of the two modes

measured in that system. And for high dissipation, as realized in underdoped

YBCO, fields below Hcr generate the observed depletion of the main loss function

peak and introduce a low-frequency mode, shown in Fig. 2.13. The model also ex-

hibits a finite resonance in σ1 (ω) which hardens with magnetic field, in agreement

with experimental observations. Here the theoretical curves have been scaled to the

plasma frequency and peak heights of the experimental data. Excellent agreement

is found in both the linewidths and frequency positions of field-induced modes.

The reliance of this method upon the quasiparticle dissipation initiates a

comparison across cuprate families. It is known, for example, that the dc con-

ductivities along the c axis of Bi2212 and YBCO can differ by three orders of

magnitude (71). Also, the infrared/microwave data for YBCO reveal both a wider

JPR linewidth and a stronger frequency dependence of the in-plane optical con-

ductivity than is observed for La214 (72; 73; 74). This model, then, could be

exposing the sensitivity of the JPR to these properties.

For completeness, we briefly mention two other structural differences which

could contribute to disparities: pinning and layeredness. The CuO chain structure

and twin boundaries, which are present only in YBCO, have been shown to affect
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properties of vortex pinning (75; 76; 77) and may in turn influence the vortex

resonance spectra. And of the three systems discussed here, only La214 is single-

layered, while YBCO and Bi2212 have two and three layers, respectively. This

factor could affect the vortex lattice ground state configuration.

2.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have tracked the electrodynamic response of YBa2Cu3O6.67

and YBa2Cu3O6.75 through changes in temperature and magnetic field, paying spe-

cial attention to the low frequency resonance which appears in the vortex state. In

contrast to the in-plane optical properties, which are largely insensitive to magnetic

field (70), the c-axis response is strongly modified. We have shown that apparent

disparities exist in the Josephson vortex state electrodynamic response of several

families of cuprate superconductors. After examining proposed theoretical models

we can conclude that the differences originate not in variations of vortex mass, but

in anisotropy and dissipation. The description proposed by Koshelev (47) repre-

sents a significant step towards a coherent understanding of the interlayer response

of the Josephson vortex state. Future spectroscopic measurements which expand

the experimental phase diagram with higher magnetic fields and lower frequencies

(78) should further elucidate this subject (78).
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Chapter 3

Sum Rules and Interlayer

Infrared Response of the High

Temperature YBa2Cu3Oy

Superconductor in an External

Magnetic Field

Abstract

We present infrared magneto-optical measurements of the c-axis conductiv-

ity of YBa2Cu3Oy in both the underdoped (y=6.67 and 6.75) and optimally doped

(y=6.95) regimes. We show that modest c-axis magnetic fields radically modify

the condensate formation and restore conventional BCS-like energetics. Addition-

ally, we demonstrate the pivotal role of interplane coherence in the anomalous

high-energy contribution to the superfluid density.
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3.1 Introduction

The theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and Schreiffer (BCS), undisputed for metal-

lic superconductors, dictates that the transition involves a narrow interval of en-

ergies on the order of kBTc. Arguably, the most significant departure from the

BCS scheme in high-Tc cuprate superconductors is revealed by optical studies

(79; 15), which indicate that electronic processes occurring on the energy scale

(102 − 103)kBTc are often involved in the formation of the superconducting con-

densate (15; 16; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85). These high-frequency optical effects can

be interpreted in terms of electronic kinetic energy savings at T < Tc (86; 87), at

odds with predictions of the BCS theory.

The infrared (IR) optics technique offers an unparalleled window into the

formation of the condensate in superconductors due to a well known relationship

between the integral of the real part of the complex optical conductivity σ̂(ω) =

σ1(ω) + iσ2(ω) and the electronic kinetic energy Kr in the direction r (88; 89; 86;

87), ∫ Ω

0

dω σ1(ω) =
πe2a2

r

2~2
Kr. (3.1)

Here ar is the lattice spacing in the r direction. The conductivity of a supercon-

ductor at T < Tc has two contributions: σSC
1,r (ω) = ρs,rδ(w) + σreg

1,r (ω), where the

first term accounts for the response of the condensate and the second stands for the

response of charges not participating in the pairing. Low-frequency spectral weight

lost across the transition is transferred to the superfluid density ρs,r = πe2ns/2m
∗
r,

where ns is the superconducting carrier density and m∗
r is the pair effective mass.

Provided changes of the Kr are small, the conductivity follows the Ferrel-Glover-

Tinkham (FGT) sum rule (90):∫ Ω

0

dωσN
1,r(ω) = ρs,r +

∫ Ω

0+

dωσSC
1,r(ω). (3.2)

N denotes the normal state, and the cut-off Ω is usually comparable to few energy

gap values. In many cuprates, however, the suppression of the conductivity in this

frequency range is insufficient to fully account for the superfluid density (15; 16;

80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85). The Hirsch kinetic energy sum rule (86) then allows one to
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interpret this additional contribution as a lowering of the electronic kinetic energy:

ρs,r =

∫ Ω

0+

dω[σN
1,r(ω)− σSC

1,r(ω)] + ∆Kr. (3.3)

An experimental survey of the energy scales associated with the superconducting

condensate requires a perturbation that destroys or suppresses superconductivity,

such as temperature, doping, and/or magnetic field. The former two approaches

are easily achieved but may lead to artifacts in the analysis since they impact

multiple coexisting interactions, thus obscuring processes directly related to the

condensate formation (91). The magnetic field competes with superconductivity

without introducing disorder; therefore, magneto-optical experiments are uniquely

suited for exploring the condensate formation without significantly altering other

properties.

Here, we use IR magneto-optical reflectance measurements to characterize

the interplane electrodynamics across the phase diagram of YBa2Cu3Oy, a proto-

typical high-Tc cuprate. We focused on the interplane (c-axis) response, where the

condensate formation anomalies are most prominent. Doping trends seen in the

c-axis energetics mirror in-plane results (15; 16; 80; 82; 83; 84), supporting the

notion that it is the same phenomenon which is probed in two different polariza-

tions of IR experiments (2). Our experiments show that high-energy contributions

to the c-axis superfluid density in underdoped YBCO are eliminated with the ap-

plication of modest magnetic fields, suggesting that kinetic energy-lowering is not

essential to high-temperature superconductivity.

3.2 Experiment and results

Very clean YBCO single crystals studied in this work were grown in pure

Y2O3 crucibles using a flux method (92). They were annealed to oxygen dopings of

y = 6.67, 6.75, and 6.95, leading to sharp superconducting transitions at tempera-

tures Tc = 60, 65, and 93 K, respectively (41). c-axis polarized magneto reflectance

measurements were performed over a broad range of frequency (18-35 000 cm−1)

and magnetic field (0-8 T) and are described in greater detail in Refs. (93) and
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(43). Reflectance data with appropriate extrapolations were transformed using the

Kramers-Kronig relations to obtain the optical conductivity σ̂(ω). Figures 3.1(a-c)

show the real part σ1(ω). At optimal doping [Fig. 3.1(c)] the optical conductivity

at Tc is flat in the far-IR, followed by a series of optically active phonons from

100-700 cm−1. As temperature is lowered below Tc, far-IR conductivity levels drop

and spectral weight (SW) is transferred into the superconducting δ-peak at ω = 0.

In underdoped samples [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], however, the suppression of the far-

IR conductivity begins in the pseudogap state at T above Tc and is accompanied

by transfer of spectral weight at mid-IR frequencies (94). The asymmetrical mode

near 450 cm−1 (23; 95), which is already visible in the pseudogap state, grows

dramatically below Tc. All these findings are consistent with earlier systematic

studies of YBCO (10; 96; 97).

The dominant effects of the c-axis magnetic field H on the 8 K conduc-

tivity of both underdoped samples [Fig. 3.1 (a,b)] are the simultaneous soften-

ing/weakening of the asymmetric mode near 450 cm−1 and the growth of the

high-frequency tail of the phonon at 320 cm−1. In the optimally doped sample,

background conductivity levels increase with field, and the resonance at 800 cm−1

is suppressed.

Next we present, in Fig. 3.1 (d-f) and Fig. 3.2, the key experimental results

of this work revealing the field-induced redistribution of the electronic spectral

weight in the conductivity. It is instructive to introduce the integral spectral

function ∆NTc(ω, H) =
∫ ω

0+ dω′[σ1(ω
′, Tc, 0 T) − σ1(ω

′, 8 K, H)] quantifying the

spectral weight transferred to the δ(ω) peak from the frequency region confined

to ω. Values of ρs (calculated from σ2(ω) (5)) are plotted for 0 T and 8 T on the

right-hand axes of the main panels of Fig. 3.1 in the same units as the SW change,

and they appear for all fields and dopings in Fig. 3.2. Figure 3.2 also displays the

values of ∆NTc(Ωc) for H=0-8 T. We used cut-off frequencies Ωc=1000 cm−1 for

underdoped samples and 1300 cm−1 for the optimally doped crystal because field-

induced changes of raw reflectance become negligibly small beyond these values.

Lastly, we have identified the difference between ρs and ∆NTc(Ωc) as the high-

frequency contribution to the superconducting condensate. This term is labeled
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Figure 3.1: Condensate formation revealed by IR magneto-optics for YBa2Cu3Oy

crystals with oxygen content y=6.67 (top), y=6.75 (middle), and y=6.95 (bottom)
Magnetic field is oriented parallel to the c axis. Left panels: Optical conductivity
at T=8 K in magnetic field (solid curves) and at Tc (dashed). Right panels:
Difference in integrated SW between normal (T > Tc) and superconducting state
∆NTc(ω,H) =

∫ ω

0+ dω′[σ1(ω
′, Tc, 0 T)−σ1(ω

′, 8 K, H)]. Line legend is common for
all panels.
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as ∆Kc to underscore the proposed link to the kinetic energy change.

Proceeding with discussion of the field-induced redistribution of the elec-

tronic SW, we will consider first the y=6.67 crystal. The data in Fig. 3.1(d) show

that at H = 0 (black curves) the background level of ∆NTc(ω) increases with fre-

quency, with changes to phonons and the asymmetrical mode appearing as sharp

features. Importantly, ∆NTc(Ωc) is nearly unchanged for H||c. The asymmetrical

mode and the 320 cm−1 phonon in the conductivity are significantly modified by

field, but the majority of the SW transfer takes place between these two features,

conserving the finite-frequency SW in the far-IR region. Figure 3.2 illustrates

trends in the field dependence of ∆NTc(Ωc) and ρs; the latter is suppressed by

about 50% at the highest field in both underdoped samples. At zero field the

finite-frequency SW lost below Ωc only constitutes half of that gained by the su-

perconducting condensate, implying that the remaining portion of the condensate

must be transferred from higher energies. As magnetic field is applied we see in

greater detail the effect apparent in Fig. 3.1: ∆NTc(Ωc) is roughly constant, while

ρs is suppressed nearly linearly with H. Thus, the shrinking shaded regions in Fig.

3.2 represent the waning contribution of higher-energy SW to the condensate. This

result is significant since, in view of Eq. 3.3, it implies that the energetics of the

superconducting transition are dramatically modified by magnetic field.

Continuation of this analysis across the phase diagram reveals other inter-

esting trends. Features of the H||c data for the second underdoped sample (y=6.75)

are generally similar to those discussed for y=6.67, but data for the optimally doped

crystal, shown in Fig. 3.2(c), exhibit important differences. First, there is no high-

energy contribution to the condensate observed at zero field: ∆NTc(Ωc)/ρs ' 1

with high accuracy. Second, this condition is maintained up to the highest mea-

sured fields, as changes in ρs consistently match those in ∆NTc(Ωc). Thus, at

optimal doping the superconducting transition involves no high-energy transfer of

spectral weight.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of spectral weight redistribution in c-axis magnetic field
for YBa2Cu3Oy at y=6.67 (top panel), 6.75 (middle), and 6.95 (bottom) doping
levels. Red circles represent the value of ∆NTc(Ωc, H) at cut-off frequencies Ωc

= 1000 cm−1 for the underdoped crystals and Ωc = 1300 cm−1 for the optimally
doped system. Blue triangles indicate total superfluid density at each value of
magnetic field. High energy contributions (shaded regions) were inferred from
ρs −∆NTc(Ωc, H) and can be interpreted as kinetic energy change ∆Kc via Ref.
(86).
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3.3 Discussion

In light of the introductory comments on the energetics of condensate for-

mation, it is clear that the magneto-optics data presented in Figs. 1-2 for H||c
seriously undermine the notion of kinetic-energy-driven superconductivity. We see

that the high-energy contribution to the condensate, which can be interpreted in

terms of kinetic energy change in underdoped samples, is mostly eliminated by 5-8

T. This evidence for a robust superconducting state in the absence of a substantial

kinetic energy change weakens the case for this type of condensation mechanism.

Furthermore, effects attributable to kinetic energy change never appear at optimal

doping.

Remarkably, the conventional condensation scheme has been restored in un-

derdoped samples via field-induced modification of processes occurring at energies

exceeding the energy scale of the magnetic field by several orders of magnitude.

Equally surprising is the giant (50%) depression of the superfluid density observed

in underdoped samples despite the fact that the maximum field in our experiments

is much smaller than the pairbreaking field (98; 99). We propose that both effects

share a common origin related to the interlayer phase coherence. First, note that

pancake vortices initiated by the H||c field are likely to be misaligned in the c

direction due to pinning (100). This vortex meandering is known to introduce

a phase difference φn,n+1(r) between neighboring layers (101; 102). An immedi-

ate consequence is that the average strength of the interlayer Josephson coupling

J ∝ J0cos(φn,n+1) is reduced, leading to suppression of the c-axis superfluid density

governed by J . The finite interplane phase difference in the vortex state is of di-

rect relevance to a scenario for a contribution to ρs originating from energies much

larger than kBTc proposed by Ioffe, Millis, and Shah (IMS) (103; 104). According

to these calculations the high-energy contribution is indeed expected, provided the

superconducting transition occurs from a state where pairing already exists but

phase coherence between the planes is still missing and is only established below

Tc. Importantly, vortex meandering is in direct competition with the restoration

of interlayer phase coherence. Extending this argument to the IMS picture one can

conclude that the above competition reduces and eventually eliminates the high-
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energy contribution to the δ peak, in accordance with our findings. It is important

to note that the theoretical results in Refs. (103; 104),are sensitive to the details

of the bilayer couplings, and that a different behavior may be expected for single-

layer cuprate compounds. The central role of phase fluctutation is underscored by

the fact that these enigmatic field-induced effects are observed only in the under-

doped region of the phase diagram, where accurate terahertz experiments (105)

and Nernst measurements (106) have established superconducting pairing above

Tc.

In summary, our data demonstrate that relatively small magnetic fields can

modify spectral weight redistribution in a prototypical family of cuprate super-

conductors over an anomalously large energy scale. Fields H||c of 8 T suppress

the high-frequency contribution to the zero-ω δ(ω) peak but do not completely

destroy the superfluid density, leaving a robust superconducting state. These find-

ings point toward a more BCS-like formation of the superconducting condensate

even in underdoped samples where earlier zero-field data pointed to a highly exotic

condensation process. The large energy scale of the associated electronic processes

then seems to be a generic property of correlated electron systems, but only pe-

ripherally related to superconductivity. Furthermore, we have proposed a scenario

in which the changes in spectral weight redistribution are linked to a reduction in

phase coherence in the superconducting state, primarily due to vortex meandering.
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Chapter 4

Magnetic field-induced

modification of superfluid density

and interplane spectral weight in

YBa2Cu3Oy

4.1 Abstract

We report on the interlayer infrared response of YBa2Cu3Oy in an applied

magnetic field. This study explores both the underdoped (y = 6.67 and 6.75) and

optimally doped (y = 6.95) regions of the phase diagram, and includes data for

fields applied both parallel to the c axis and to the CuO2 planes in this anisotropic

superconductor. We focus on the transfer of optical conductivity spectral weight

from high-frequency regions of the spectrum to the non-dissipative superconduct-

ing condensate, and examine the effect of magnetic field upon this process. A

sum rule analysis reveals that magnetic fields H ‖ c eliminate the high-frequency

contribution to the superfluid density, returning the system to a more BCS-like

energy scale. For fields H ‖ CuO2, however, the high-energy contribution scales
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with the superfluid density, and the anomalous scheme of condenstate formation

is maintained, at least in underdoped y=6.67 and 6.75 samples. This behavior is

discussed in relation to the change of electronic kinetic energy and shown to be

closely related to the suppression of interplane phase coherence.

4.2 Introduction

Infrared spectroscopy is a powerful tool for studying condensed matter sys-

tems. It provides numerous insights due to its sensitive resolution of subtle spectral

characteristics, but also for its ability to utilize data from a wide frequency range

to determine system properties based on conservation laws and sum rules. For

example, one of the Kubo conductivity sum rules relates the integrated real part

of the optical conductivity σ1(ω), or spectral weight, over all bands to the number

density Ne and mass m of electrons in the solid (107):∫ ∞

0

dω σ1,r(ω) =
π

2

ne2

m
(4.1)

If we restrict our attention to a single band, however, it is possible to relate the

low-frequency spectral weight to the occupancy and dispersion of that band. In

the tight binding approximation the spectral weight is simply proportional to the

electronic kinetic energy Kr (88; 89; 86; 87; 2):∫ Ω

0

dω σ1,r(ω) =
π

2

e2a2
r

~2
Kr. (4.2)

A sum rule which is quintessential for the understanding of superconductiv-

ity was formulated by Ferrell, Glover, and Tinkham (FGT); it equates the spectral

weight lost in the superconducting gap to the strength of the zero-frequency su-

perconducting condensate, quantified by the superfluid density ρs:

ρs,r =

∫ Ω

0+

dω[σN
1,r(ω)− σSC

1,r(ω)]. (4.3)

The FGT sum rule (90) is valid for elemental superconductors which are well-

described by the theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and Schreiffer (BCS). In this case

the difference in spectral weight between the normal and superconducting states
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T << Tc

Figure 4.1: Optical conductivity of a superconductor in the normal (dashed lines)
and superconducting (solid lines) states (schematic, adapted from Ref. 4). As the
superconducting gap opens,spectral weight is shifted from finite frequencies to the
δ function at zero frequency. In many cuprate superconductors the superfluid is
composed of spectral weight transferred from both low- (solid shaded regions) and
high- (horizontally hatched regions) frequency parts of the spectrum.

reaches the full value of ρs by an integration cutoff of only a few gap values. How-

ever, for many high-Tc cuprate superconductors, optical experiments (79; 15; 16;

108; 80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 109; 85) have revealed that the difference in conductivity

only constitutes a portion of the superfluid when integrated up to several gap val-

ues. This behavior implies that the extra spectral weight in the superconducting

condensate must be transferred from much higher energies, and also that the sys-

tem experiences a lowering of electronic kinetic energy during the superconducting

transition. The spectral weight shift during the transition is then described (86)

by

ρs,r =

∫ Ω

0+

dω[σN
1,r(ω)− σSC

1,r(ω)] + ∆Kr, (4.4)

and is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.1.

High-energy effects are common to at least four different families of cuprates,

appearing in both ab-plane and c-axis measurements. Typically, they are only ob-

served at doping levels below the optimal value, and not in the overdoped regime.

Such broad occurance and similarity in doping dependence prompted many to con-

sider whether the lowering of electronic energy was an essential component to the

superconducting mechanism in this class of materials. These questions sparked
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a need for experiments that could unambiguously identify the high-energy spec-

tral weight transfer and access a weakened superconducting state to verify if the

condensation scheme remained intact when the order parameter was suppressed.

Infrared measurements in which the incident electric field is polarized parallel to

the c axis are highly sensitive to changes in kinetic energy and therefore uniquely

suited to address this experimental need. Further, the desired perturbation can be

provided by application of an external mangetic field, which competes with super-

conductivity without promoting disorder. Consequently, the technique of infrared

optics in magnetic field is an ideal tool for probing these phenomena.

We have previously reported on infrared measurements (110) of underdoped

YBa2Cu3Oy, a prototypical high-Tc superconductor, recording the evolution of the

spectral weight balance in magnetic field H ‖ c. We found that, from a sum rule

analysis point of view, the high field data were less anomalous than at zero field.

Here, we extend these results to include sum rule analysis in magnetic field for data

recorded at higher temperatures, as well as for magnetic fields oriented parallel to

the CuO2 planes. Section 4.2 provides details regarding our infrared magneto-

optical experiment and reflectance data, and Section 4.3 presents the calculated

optical conductivity. The sum rule analysis of the conductivity data is described

in Section 4.4 and, lastly, connections to interlayer phase coherence and vortex

lattice resonance modes are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.3 Infrared reflectance experiment in magnetic

field

High-quality ac-face single crystals of YBa2Cu3Oy (YBCO) were grown us-

ing a flux method (92) and annealed to achieve doping levels of y=6.67, 6.75 (both

underdoped), and 6.95 (optimally doped). Transport measurements (41) reveal

sharp transitions to the superconducting state at 60 K, 65 K, and 93 K, demon-

strating the high purity of the crystals. For each doping several single crystals

from a single batch were assembled to form mosaics approximately 3x6 mm2 in

size.
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Near-normal reflectance measurements were performed in a broadband Fourier

transform spectrometer over a frequency range of 18-35 000 cm−1. First, absolute

reflectance was obtained at temperatures T = 8-295 K by measuring sample re-

flectance relative to a stainless steel reference mirror and normalizing by the re-

flectance of the sample coated with Au (42). Then, changes in reflectance induced

by magnetic field H were recorded via the ratio R(T, H)/R(T,H = 0) in a split-

coil magnet (43) for field magnitudes up to 8 T. This step utilized an Al reference

mirror to correct for minor spurious effects in the magnet system.

Reflectance spectra for the YBCO system (Fig. 4.2) are weakly metallic

near room temperature, with an upturn toward R = 1 as ω → 0. The sharp peaks

in the far infrared correspond to phonons. As temperature is decreased to Tc the

reflectance of the most metallic, optimally doped sample increases, while that of the

underdoped crystals decreases, due to the formation of the pseudogap (9; 111; 10;

13). At temperatures below Tc the Josephson plasma edge develops, corresponding

to coherent oscillation of the non-dissipative superconducting condensate. This

feature is characterized by very high reflectance at low- frequencies followed by a

sharp dip at the Josephson plasma resonance (JPR) frequency ωs =
√

ρs/ε∞. This

frequency, a direct measure of the superfluid density, softens with oxygen reduction,

(from ωJPR =≈ 250 cm−1 at y = 6.95 to ωJPR = 60 cm−1 at y=6.67) and stiffens

at lower temperatures. Also, in the underdoped crystals a broad, asymmetric

feature near 450 cm−1 which is weakly visible above Tc becomes significantly more

prominent in the superconducting state. These results are consistent with previous

studies of similar YBa2Cu3Oy compounds (9; 10; 11; 7; 12; 13; 8).

Application of magnetic field parallel to the c axis in many respects reverses

the trends of lowering temperature. As seen in Fig. 4.3, for underdoped crystals

the field softens the JPR and reduces the magnitude of the asymmetric feature.

For H ‖ c no new features are observed in R(ω). Magnetic fields H ‖ CuO2 (Fig.

4.4), however, do introduce new absorption features at frequencies below the JPR.

The frequency of the dip in R(ω) increases with field, moving from 26 to 36 cm−1

by 8 T. This behavior is consistent with earlier studies of the YBCO system, and

has been discussed in detail previously by some of us (93). The magnetic field H ‖
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y=6.67 (top), 6.75 (middle) and 6.95 (bottom) at temperatures T=8 K (left) and
45 K (right). Magnetic fields up to H=8 T are applied parallel to the c axis.

CuO2 induces no appreciable changes in the reflectance for frequencies ω > 100

cm−1.

4.4 Optical conductivity

Reflectance data were transformed via the Kramers-Kronig relations to ob-

tain the optical conductivity σ̂(ω). Because this calculation requires the input of

R(ω) over the full frequency half-space, we augment the raw data with appropri-

ate low- and high-frequency extrapolations. In the normal state we assumed a

Hagen-Rubens metallic response of the form (1−R) ∝ ω1/2 for frequencies below

the lowest measured data. A two-fluid form was assumed in the superconducting

state. High frequency data were extended to +∞ with a combination of linear and
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ω−4 asymptotic extrapolations.

The real part of the optical conductivity σ1(ω) at zero magnetic field is dis-

played in Fig. 4.5. The room temperature conductivity is flat overall, interrupted

only by a series of infrared active phonons. For the optimally-doped crystal, the

background conductivity increases with decreasing temperature to Tc, consistent

with a metallic system. The underdoped crystals, however, become less conductive

upon lowering to T = Tc, and reach maximum conductivity levels roughly an or-

der of magnitude smaller than those of the optimally-doped case. Further cooling

reveals a partial gapping of the Fermi surface, characteristic of the pseudogap. In

oxygen-reduced crystals spectral weight (SW) is removed from phonons to create

a broad band near 450 cm−1. This feature has been previously studied in detail

and may be consistent with either a bilayer transverse plasmon mode or a bilayer

splitting (14; 8; 95; 23).

As found in the reflectance, modifications to the conductivity by the mag-

netic field are strikingly dissimilar in the different field orientations. For H ‖ c

(Fig. 4.6) no new modes appear in σ1(ω), but substantial changes occur in the

phonon region. In the underdoped crystals the field initiates a pronounced shift

of SW from the asymmetrical mode back into the phonon at 320 cm−1, mirroring

the effect of raising temperature. Direct evidence for the equivalence of increasing

magnetic field and temperature is found in Fig. 4.7, where we plot for the y =

6.67 crystal σ1(ω) at 8 K (0 T and 8 T), 45 K (0 T and 8 T) as well as just above

Tc at 70 K. Using the 8 K, 0 T result as a starting point, it is clear that both H

and T drive the spectrum towards the 70 K curve. The result of raising T to 45

K at zero field is nearly identical to that of raising H to 8 T and keeping T fixed.

The data for fields applied parallel to the CuO2 planes, shown in Fig. 4.8,

exhibit fundamentally different behavior than was observed for H ‖ c. For mag-

netic fields H ‖ CuO2 a resonance appears at low frequencies (27). With increasing

magnetic field the resonance hardens and gains SW. This feature has been shown

to have its origin in Josephson vortex lattice dynamics (27; 93; 47). Other than

minor modifications to the electronic background which affect phonon features,

minimal field-induced changes occur at higher frequencies.
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4.5 Sum rules and spectral weight transfer

To investigate in more detail the energy scales governing the superconduct-

ing transition we now compare the low-frequency integrated SW with the superfluid

density at key values of temperature and magnetic field. We will show that mag-

netic fields H ‖ c rapidly eliminate the high-frequency transfer of spectral weight

to the superfluid density, while fields H ‖ CuO2 suppress the high-energy contri-

bution proportionately to the superfluid density. The integral spectral function

∆NTc(ω, H) =
∫ ω

0+ dω′[σ1(ω
′, Tc, 0 T) − σ1(ω

′, 8 K, H)] quantifies the SW trans-

ferred to the δ(ω) peak from frequencies less than ω. Representative ∆NTc(ω, H)

curves are plotted in Fig. 4.9 for fields oriented both parallel to the c axis (pan-

els a and b) and to the CuO2 planes (panels c and d) at T=8 K. The values of

∆NTc(Ωc) are plotted in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 at T = 8 K (left column) and 45 K

(right column) for magnetic fields up to 8 T. Also plotted in Figs. 4.10-4.11 is

the superfluid density ρs(H). The zero-frequency superconducting condensate is

non-dissipative, and thus cannot be directly observed in the σ1(ω) spectra. Due to

causality relations, however, its strength can be deduced from the inductive part

of the conductivity σ2(ω), which behaves as ρs/ω in the superconducting state (5).

At each value of magnetic field the difference ρs(H)-∆NTc(ω, H) is indicated by

the shaded region and labeled as ∆KE to emphasize the connection to the kinetic

energy change, as outlined in the introduction.

The differing effects of the two magnetic field geometries can be clearly

seen in the evolution of low-frequency SW. In general, each ∆NTc(ω, H) spectrum

exhibits spikes in the far-infrared at frequencies where phonons or other modes are

modified. These spikes are superimposed upon a background which increases as a

function of frequency through the far-infrared, then levels off to a constant value.

The cutoff frequencies Ωc were chosen to be in these flat regions, at 1000 cm−1 for

the underdoped crystals and 1300 cm−1 for the optimally doped one. Let us begin

with the case of H ‖ c (top panels). Here, for both underdoped and optimally

doped crystals the values of ∆NTc(ω, H) at frequencies above the phonon region

are unchanged by magnetic field. The primary impact of magnetic field is simply

to redistribute SW within the low-frequency region. Comparing SWs in Fig. 4.10,
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we see that for underdoped samples at zero field the value of the superfluid density

is nearly twice that of ∆NTc(ω). From this we infer that the extra SW in the

superfluid must have been transferred from higher frequencies. As the magnetic

field is increased the superfluid density is strongly suppressed, in contrast to the

mostly flat behavior of ∆NTc(Ωc, H). Eventually the two curves cross or merge,

with the intersection being driven to lower fields as temperature is increased to

45 K. In the data recorded for the optimally doped crystal, the superfluid density

closely matches the missing SW at zero field, and neither quantity is changed by

magnetic field.

Application of the magnetic field parallel to the CuO2 planes results in

a qualitatively different picture of SW transfer. For underdoped crystals, the

superfluid density behaves similarly to the H ‖ c orientation, with a strong sup-

pression in field. The low-frequency finite SW change, seen in the bottom panels

of Fig. 4.9, as well as in Fig. 4.11, is no longer field-independent: the limiting

values of ∆NTc(ω, H) decrease monotonically with magnetic field, mirroring the

ρs(H) curve. Thus, the high-frequency SW transfer (the difference between ρs and

∆NTc(Ωc, H)) is not entirely suppressed in the superconducting state. Rather, it is

gradually diminished, trending toward zero along with the superconducting order

parameter. This behavior continues at higher temperatures for the y=6.75 crystal.

The optimally-doped crystal again shows no SW anomaly, with ∆NTc(ω, H) =

ρs(H) at all fields, even as both are reduced. It should be noted that the field-

dependence of the magnitudes of the changes for the y=6.95 crystal are somewhat

extrapolation-dependent. However, their equality at all fields holds for any rea-

sonable extrapolation.

The fundamental empirical difference between the results of the two orien-

tations of the the magnetic field is the final destination of the SW which is removed

from the superfluid density. For H ‖ c the SW is returned to higher frequencies,

thus implying that that the energy scale of the condensate formation evolves to-

wards a BCS-like regime. Fields applied H ‖ CuO2, on the other hand, reduce the

high-frequency SW transfer proportionately to the superfluid density, maintaining

a discrepancy between ∆NTc(ω, H) and ρs(H). This behavior suggests that the
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of spectral weight redistribution in c-axis magnetic field
for YBa2Cu3Oy at y=6.67 (top panel), 6.75 (middle), and 6.95 (bottom) doping
levels and temperatures T=8 K (left) and 45 K (right). Circles represent the value
of ∆NTc(Ωc, H)/ρs(0T) at cut-off frequencies Ωc = 1000 cm−1 for the underdoped
crystals and Ωc = 1300 cm−1 for the optimally doped system. Triangles indicate
total superfluid density at each value of magnetic field. High energy contributions
(shaded regions) were inferred from ρs −∆NTc(Ωc, H) and can be interpreted as
kinetic energy change ∆Kc via Ref. (86).
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Figure 4.11: See caption for Fig. 4.10. Magnetic field is applied parallel to CuO2

planes.
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mechanism of condensate formation involving transfer of SW from high frequencies

remains intact for all values of magnetic field.

4.6 Vortex meandering and interlayer phase co-

herence

The dramatic change in the infrared response at relatively small fields H ‖ c

is surprising in several respects. Most notable are the modification of the SW re-

distribution scheme over an anomalously large energy scale, and the substantial

(50%) reduction of superfluid density seen in underdoped samples at fields much

smaller than the pairbreaking field (98; 99). Both of these effects may be con-

sistent with a theoretical perspective involving the wandering of pancake vortices

and the subsequent suppression of interlayer phase coherence (101; 102). In a lay-

ered type-II superconductor material with no disorder, it is known that pancake

vortices will be well aligned along the c axis, maintaining phase coherence between

adjacent planes. A disordered pinning potential, however, will produce a random

displacement of vortices from layer to layer. As magnetic field is increased this

pinning eventually destroys vortex lines and interlayer phase coherence. Since the

interlayer phase difference φn,n+1 is intimately related to the interlayer coupling J

and superfluid density ρs (J ∝ J0cos(φn,n+1) ∝ ρs) (101; 102), the effect is visible

in the infrared data.

The finite interplane phase difference is central to of a model of bilayer

dynamics proposed by Ioffe, Millis, and Shah (IMS) in which SW derived from

energies far above kBTc contributes to ρs (103; 104). High-energy SW transfer is

expected within the IMS picture when the transition occurs between a normal state

above Tc characterized by pairing, but no phase coherence, and a SC state with

well-defined phase coherence. One can then extend this description to attribute

the elimination of high-energy SW transfer to the competition between vortex

meandering and restoration of interlayer phase coherence in magnetic field.

Similar shrinking of the energy scale for condensate formation is not seen in

the H ‖ CuO2 data, consistent with the above considerations of phase coherence.
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The Josephson vortices created in this field geometry affect the phase of the su-

perconducting order parameter in a more complicated way than pancake vortices

do (47). Oscillations of the Josephson vortex lattice result in an interlayer phase

relationship which is dynamic and highly frequency-dependent, a departure from

the simple linear suppression of coherence expected for pancakes. Furthermore,

additional complications arise in the analysis of the IR data obtained in this ge-

ometry due to the new resonances in the conductivity spectra which are produced

by the motion of Josephson vortices. For vortex-dynamics-related features in σ(ω)

the distinction between normal and superconducting SW is no longer as clear as

in the zero-field data. Indeed, these resonances are believed to result from oscilla-

tions of Josephson vortices and therefore are of superfluid origin. Yet the features

appear in the dissipative part of the conductivity at the expense of the suppression

of the superconducting δ-peak. Since both the vortex resonance and the Joseph-

son plasma resonance are modified significantly by magnetic field, the SW shifts

and possible changes of kinetic energy may be related in a more subtle manner

than this analysis allows. Regardless of these complications, the linear scaling of

∆NTc(Ωc) and ρs informs us that high-energy SW transfer is not as easily stifled

by H ‖ CuO2.

Reflectance measurements were also recorded for both magnetic field ge-

ometries at temperatures just above the superconducting transition. In both cases

no field-induced modifications to the infrared reflectance were observed within the

signal to noise of our data. This result has important implications in relation to

the subject of pre-formed pairing. In this theoretical description of the pseudogap,

for temperatures between Tc and the pseudogap temperature T ∗, Cooper pairs are

believed to exist but do not have long-ranged phase coherence (112; 113). The

null result above Tc is consistent with the preformed pairs picture since the pri-

mary action of magnetic field is to destroy phase coherence, rather than to break

Cooper pairs. For this reason, the magnetic field only impacts the optics when

phase coherence is appreciable, below Tc. As a result, features in the data which

are connected to superconductivity but appear above Tc, such as the asymmetric

mode, are not modified by field in this temperature range. It would be highly
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instructive to extend these measurements to higher magnetic fields to determine if

the low-field trends are continued.

It should be noted that the kinetic energy change observed in c-axis polar-

ized experiments is not a phenomenon constrained to the interplane conductivity.

In fact, kinetic energy lowering at zero field is consistent with angle-resolved pho-

toemission spectroscopy (ARPES) data measured with ab-face crystals (see Ref.

(16) and references therein). ARPES measurements of underdoped cuprates at the

anti-nodal [(π,0) and (0, π)] regions of k-space reveal indicators of quasiparticle

coherence consistent with the IMS picture described above: coherence at temper-

aures below Tc, but not above (114; 115). Comparison of IR and ARPES data

confirms that kinetic energy change only occurs when this pattern of coherence

is observed. Since the c-axis electrodynamics are thought to be strongly deter-

mined by the properties of the Fermi surface at the anti-nodal regions, free of the

strong nodal contributions inherent to the CuO2 planes (116), interplane measure-

ments are especially sensitive to modifications of kinetic energy. In this way, c-axis

experiments can be regarded as a probe of superconductivity in the planes.

This study is not unique in its approach of using magnetic field to tune

anomalous properties of the high-Tc superconductors. Recent transport measure-

ments (117) of the normal state in overdoped Tl2Ba2CuO6+x have shown that

magnetic field H ‖ c can tune the ground state from non-Fermi Liquid to Fermi

Liquid in the vicinity of a quantum critical point. This strong modification of

the electronic structure by magnetic field points toward the important role which

spin plays in this doped Mott insulator system, even far from the antiferromag-

netic region of the phase diagram. Other interesting connections between spin

and electromagnetic response were uncovered by magneto-optical studies (118) of

La2−xSrxCuO4 in which c-axis magnetic fields were shown to promote antiferro-

magnetism in the CuO2 planes.
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Conclusion

The primary finding of this work is that the application of an external

magnetic can initiate profound redistribution of spectral weight from the super-

fluid density to the finite-frequency spectrum. The character of these effects differs

depending on the orientation of the field with respect to the CuO2 planes. Fields

H ‖ c return weight to high-energy regions of the spectrum, undoing the lowering

of kinetic energy observed at zero field. Fields H ‖ CuO2 place the weight at

frequencies on the order of the superconducting gap, maintaining the reduction of

kinetic energy. Since it is possible to reduce the interlayer phase coherence to the

point where high-energy spectral weight transfer ceases, but a robust supercon-

ducting state remains, we must conclude that the reduction of kinetic energy seen

at zero field is not a necessary condition for superconductivity. The importance of

the phase coherence to this process is supported by the data for fields H ‖ CuO2;

these fields are less destructive to the interlayer phase relationship and leave intact

the kinetic energy reduction intact.
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Chapter 5

Infrared perspective on Fermi

surface reconstruction in

magnetic field

Abstract

We present an analysis of infrared optical and magneto-optical conductivity

data for a range of underdoped cuprate superconductors including YBa2Cu3Oy

and La2−xSrxCuO4. In light of recent experiments which have been interpreted in

terms of Fermi surface reconstruction in magnetic field, we search for far-infrared

signatures of field-induced coherent electron pockets. By analyzing the effect of

low-frequency spectral weight upon the complex conductivity, we are able to place

limits on the oscillator strength of field-induced coherent pockets in the Fermi

surface. In underdoped La2−xSrxCuO4 we observe a complete suppression of low-

frequency spectral weight, indicating that no coherent contribution exists.

5.1 Introduction

The high-temperature copper-oxygen superconductors are reasonably well-

understood on the edges of their phase diagram: an antiferromagnetic Mott insu-

68
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lator parent compound becomes, with doping, a metal. The ground state of the

intermediate region, however, has thus far been more mysterious, especially in the

underdoped region. In this part of the phase diagram, where stripe-ordered and

pseudogap phases compete or cooperate with superconductivity, it was long uncer-

tain whether a well-defined Fermi surface existed at all. In fact, most studies using

angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) have reported disconnected

Fermi arcs (119; 120), rather than closed pockets (121). In-plane optical measure-

ments (E polarized parallel to the CuO2 planes) have revealed a nodal metal state

with behavior resembling a Fermi liquid (122). Further complicating the situation

is a partial suppression of the density of states, or pseudogap, in the antinodal

region of reciprocal space (9; 10). The pseudogap is seen in ARPES measurements

and also in the interplane (c-axis) conductivity, since the interlayer dynamics are

dominated by antinodal states (116).

In the last several years breakthrough experiments (123; 124; 125; 126)

have identified quantum oscillations in the transport and magnetization proper-

ties in underdoped YBa2Cu3Oy (Y123) and YBa2Cu4O8 (Y124), as well as in the

electron-doped material Nd2−xCexCuO4 (128), providing firm evidence of quasipar-

ticles with closed fermi-surface orbits. The data from these high-field experiments,

along with probes of the Nernst and Hall effects (127), have been interpreted as a

density wave-driven reconstruction of the Fermi surface from large hole sheets to

small electron and hole pockets, with electron pockets playing a dominant role in

the transport (129; 130; 131). These observations may move us closer to under-

standing the underdoped region of the cuprate phase diagram, but they also open

new questions involving the nature of the reconstruction, its relationship with the

ground state properties of underdoped cuprates in the absence of the magnetic

field, as well as the mapping of the FS in k-space.

Most theoretical attempts at explaining the magneto-oscillation data pos-

tulate the formation of electron pockets in the antinodal regions (See refs. (129)

and (130), for example). Recently, however, some of us postulated an argument

against the notion of coherent antinodal states at moderate fields (132). There

we presented ARPES data (133; 134) which document a large antinodal gap in
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the density of states, as well as c-axis transport data which is consistent with the

gap surviving in moderate magnetic fields. We showed that since the electron-like

behavior cannot be explained in terms of normal-state carriers, some other expla-

nation, such as superconducting fluctuations, is necessary. In this article we further

address this important issue by discussing the infrared magneto-optical properties

of two relevant classes of materials: La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) near x = 1/8, and

underdoped Y123. In the former, reconstruction of the Fermi surface is likely and

stripe-like magnetic order is known to be induced by weak magnetic fields (151);

the latter is the system in which the vast majority of quantum oscillation obser-

vations have been made. We critically assess the issue of a coherent contribution

to the c-axis conductivity implied by a small pocket of light quasiparticles in the

antinodal direction.

The essential capability of infrared spectroscopy is the determination of

the dynamic optical constants, including the optical conductivity σ̂(ω) = σ1(ω) +

iσ2(ω). This comprehensive probe of the response of an electronic system yields

an intuitive and quantitative description of its excitation spectrum. The presence

of a Drude component (Lorentzian mode centered at zero frequency) in σ1(ω) is a

signature of coherent quasiparticles. Since the interplane conductivity is dominated

by states in the antinodal region of k-space (116; 135; 16; 136), any reconstruction

of the Fermi surface which produces coherent antinodal quasiparticles is expected

to introduce a Drude signature into the interlayer optical conductivity, visible as

an upturn at low frequencies. This direct examination of σ1(ω) is complemented

by a separate technique that infers spectral weight information from the imaginary

part of the conductivity, σ2(ω). Therefore, c-axis magneto-optical measurements

are ideally suited to observe coherent quasiparticles due to magnetic field-induced

fermi surface reconstruction.

Through considerations of the low-frequency optical response we are able to

place limits on the spectral weight associated with reconstructed Fermi pockets. In

underdoped samples of LSCO no new mode is directly observed, and less than 7% of

the spectral weight from the low-temperature superconducting condensate is avail-

able for the creation of a coherent free carrier mode. Similar limits are established
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for underdoped Y123 in magnetic field. We will also discuss these magneto-optical

data in the context of the interlayer electrodynamics of La2−x−ySrx(Nd, Eu)yCuO4

(148), where stripe order is firmly established but does not lead to the appearance

of c-axis coherence.

5.2 Experimental details and results

Interplane reflectance measurements in magnetic field were performed for

two prototypical high-Tc cuprate families, Y123 and LSCO. Sample growth and

transport characterization are described in Refs. (92) and (41) and details of

the magneto-optical experiment can be found in Refs. (110), (137), and (138).

Infrared reflectance was measured over a wide frequency range (18-40 000 cm−1)

in magnetic fields H = 0− 8 T applied parallel to the c axis. In all measurements

the electric field of the incident light was also polarized parallel to the c axis to

isolate the interplane response.

5.2.1 Raw reflectance

Infrared reflectance R(ω) is plotted in Fig. 5.1 for underdoped crystals

La1.90Sr0.10CuO4 (LSCO 0.10, Fig. 5.1a), La1.875Sr0.125CuO4 (LSCO 0.125, Fig.

5.1b), and YBa2Cu3O6.67 (Y123 6.67, Fig. 5.1c). The latter sample represents a

hole doping value not far from those where quantum oscillations have been ob-

served (139) in the transport properties of Y123 (y = 6.67 corresponds to a hole

doping value of approximately 0.12). All crystals exhibit “insulating” behavior at

temperatures T ' Tc, with low, mostly flat R(ω). Thus raw R(ω) data are in stark

conflict with the notion of a coherent quasiparticle contribution in the antinodal

region in the normal state. We will further elaborate on this point when analyzing

the complex conductivity plotted in Fig. 5.2. Below Tc the interplane coherence of

the superconducting phase allows Cooper pairs to oscillate freely between layers,

producing the sharp reflectance edge of the Josephson plasma resonance (JPR).

As magnetic field H is applied perpendicular to the planes, phase coherence is

diminished. The JPR is suppressed, broadening and moving to lower frequencies.
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For the LSCO crystals, the response returns to that of the normal state, suggesting

that the Josephson coupling of CuO2 has been arrested. For Y123, field magni-

tudes of 8 T cause the spectra at 8 K to resemble that of T = 45 K and zero

field.

5.2.2 Optical conductivity

As pointed out above, the most straightforward approach for detecting co-

herent charge dynamics is the direct observation of a Drude feature in the dissi-

pative part of the optical conductivity σ1(ω). In Fig. 5.2 (a-c) we plot σ1(ω) for

the same crystals as in Fig. 5.1, calculated from the reflectance via the Kramers-

Kronig relations. At room temperature σ1(ω) consists of several strong phonons

superimposed upon a nearly frequency-independent electronic background. At

temperatures below T = T ∗ > Tc we observe the dramatic suppression of low-

frequency conductivity due to the pseudogap (PG) (9; 140; 141; 13) . The PG

is only a partial gap, with finite residual conductivity remaining below the gap

frequency. The spectral weight missing from the gap is transferred to higher ener-

gies, above the high-energy cutoff of the data. Upon entering the superconducting

state the LSCO crystals experience a montonic decrease of conductivity at low

frequencies as spectral weight is transferred to the superfluid density, represented

by a δ(ω) peak at zero frequency. For Y123 the presence of the bilayer plasmon

feature near 400 cm−1, which is coupled to several c-axis phonons, produces a

more complicated spectrum (23; 95). However, a similar condensate formation is

observed.

Empirically, the application of magnetic field H ‖ c serves to undo the

effect of lowering temperature, driving the conductivity toward the normal state

spectra. One common characteristic of the magneto-optical response of the three

representative data sets displayed in Fig. 5.2 is that no new Drude-like absorption

feature is observed. The conductivity of the LSCO 0.125 and Y123 6.67 crystals

are flat at lowest frequencies. The LSCO 0.10 sample does exhibit an upturn

of conductivity toward low frequencies, but it is clear in this case that we are

witnessing a return of the conductivity to its normal state value, and not the
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Figure 5.1: Optical reflectivity σ1(ω,H) of YBa2Cu3O6.67 and La1.90Sr0.10CuO4

single crystals at Tc, and at 8 K for magnetic fields up to 8 T.
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emergenece of a new coherence peak indicative of new pockets in the Fermi surface.

The reversion to the normal state response is especially clear in the raw reflectance

data in Fig. 5.1.

If an emergent coherent mode had narrow width relative to the low-frequency

experimental cutoff (20 cm−1), then its contribution would be difficult to resolve in

σ1(ω), even if the lower-frequency response exhibited a marked upturn. In this case

we are aided by the fact that the optical constants in the frequency range where

data exist are sensitive to spectral weight at lower frequencies. This consequence

of the Kramers-Kronig (KK) relations is often exploited to measure the superfluid

density in superconducting materials (5). Any coherent mode (δ(ω)-peak or narrow

Lorentzian resonance) appearing below the low-ω cut-off results in a 1/ω behavior

of the imaginary part of the conductivity. In the raw reflectance data this mode

yields a sharp plasma edge form of R(ω). Therefore σ2(ω) spectra along with raw

reflectance data allow us to comment on the possibility of a coherent mode in the

c-axis response.

5.2.3 Spectral weight

Given this sensitivity to both Cooper pair and quasiparticle coherence, the

coefficient of the 1/ω contribution to σ2(ω) (defined more generally as ΣLF =

ρs + ΣQP ) is the sum of the spectral weights of the superfluid and the coherent

quasiparticle peak. As shown in Fig. 5.3 for LSCO 0.10, the low-frequency level of

πωσ2(ω) indicates the value ΣLF (H). The values of ΣLF (H) are displayed for each

sample in the righthand column of Fig. 5.2. Consistent with the behavior of the

JPR in the raw reflectance data, ΣLF is completely suppressed (within detection

limits of 5 %) by 8 T in both LSCO crystals. This unambiguously shows that all

spectral weight from the c-axis condensate is transferred out of the low frequency

part of the spectrum, leaving no room for the formation of a coherent quasiparticle

peak.

For the Y123 crystal it is possible to place bounds on the expected infrared

response based on the results of the magneto-oscillation experiments. The Drude

linewidth is equal to the scattering rate 1/τ , which is dependent upon disorder and
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temperature. 1/τ for Y123 may be deduced from the magneto-oscillation exper-

iments by considering the fundamental condition for the realization of quantum

oscillations: 1/τ < ωc = eH
cm∗ , where ωc is the cyclotron frequency and e and m∗ are

the electron charge and effective mass, respectively. The smallest field at which

oscillations have been reported is 30 T; inputting the effective mass m∗ = 1.76

determined in the same study (125) yields a lower bound on 1/τ of ωc = 15 cm−1.

As discussed above, no feature consistent with this estimate of scattering rate is

observed in our data. It is clear that for scattering rates compatible with the

cyclotron resonance conditions, the conductivity contains no infrared signature of

coherent antinodal quasiparticles.

Considering the low-frequency spectral weight for Y123 6.67, it is shown in

Fig. 5.2(f) that the application of an 8-T magnetic field reduces ΣLF (H) by 50% .

Since independent data for the magnetic field-dependent c-axis superfluid density

are not available, we are unable to discern between the two possible contributions

to ΣLF (H). Instead we may place limits upon the allowed quasiparticle weight

ΣQP ≤ ΣLF . If new coherent pockets were being populated through pair-breaking

processes, then the transfer of spectral weight from the superconducting condensate

to the narrow Drude-like mode would occur at very low energies, and ΣLF would

have no magnetic field dependence. Instead, we observe in our data a transfer

of spectral weight out of the low-energy region. The linear suppression of ΣLF is

in agreement with a fairly straightforward model involving the misalignment of

pinned vortices (101; 102). Since the rate of suppression is in fact slightly faster

than predicted for reasonable material parameters for Y123, the transfer of spectral

weight to a narrow Drude-like mode seems unlikely.

It is well known that the incoherent c-axis response of underdoped cuprates

is a consequence of the pseudogap (2). One can therefore speculate that the forma-

tion of interplane quasiparticle coherence would require diminishing of the pseudo-

gap. However, our data exhibit no sign of pseudogap suppression. Closing of the

pseudogap with magnetic field has been observed in transport experiments, but

only for thin films (142) or very large fields (143) (much larger than those accessed

in this work). In tunneling transport measurements, even pulsed magnetic fields
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of the order of those used in magneto-oscillation experiments do not suppress the

pseudogap (144).

5.3 Discussion

The reduction of the c-axis superconducting phase coherence in underdoped

LSCO is best understood within the picture of the stripe-like order, a scenario that

also has been hypothesized to explain the quantum oscillations data (145; 138).

Therefore it may be instructive to examine the c-axis electrodynamics of other

stripe-ordered materials. Important examples of density-wave states competing

and coexisting with superconductivity are realized in La2−x−ySrx(Nd, Eu)yCuO4

and La1.875Ba0.125CuO4. Optical studies of rare earth-doped LSCO revealed dra-

matic suppression of the JPR frequency, signaling the decoupling of CuO2 planes

(148). This interplane decoherence coincides with the onset of stripe order and a

structural transition to a low-temperature tetragonal configuration. These com-

bined observations offer a window into the underlying physics: when lattice dis-
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tortions provide a sufficient pinning potential for collective stripe pinning, stripe

order is stabilized at the expense of interlayer phase coherence. As the doping

corresponding to the strongest stripe order is approached, the JPR minimum is

broadened by incoherent processes (57), and is eventually suppressed completely.

The severely diminished oscillator strength of the c-axis plasmon places a strict

limit on the available spectral weight for coherent transport.

A similar situation is encountered at the x = 1
8

doping level of La2−xBaxCuO4,

a material so dominated by stripe order that its bulk Tc is suppressed to < 5 K .

Optical measurements showed the c-axis response of this system to be very insu-

lating, with low-frequency conductivity levels below 1 Ω−1cm−1 and no Drude-like

upturn or Josephson plasmon, again placing an upper bound on the size of a co-

herent peak (149). Recent ARPES and transport experiments have yielded further

insight into the k-dependence of the quasiparticle dynamics; correlations between

the opening of the d-wave-like gap at the Fermi surface and the abrupt cessation of

negative thermopower indicate that the available quasiparticle states in that sys-

tem are located in the near-nodal region, and not at the antinodes (133; 134; 132).

Also, reports of insulating c-axis resistivity in high magnetic field (150) agree with

the non-metallic response observed by optical techniques.

There are, of course, several discrepancies in experimental conditions be-

tween the optical measurements desribed here and the observations of magneto-

oscillations. However, these differences should not be significant enough to com-

pletely obsure the signatures of quasiparticle coherence in the infrared conductivity.

For example, the transport experiments were conducted in extreme regions of the

temperature/magnetic field parameter space which are presently inaccessible to

magneto-optical techniques: the magnetic field scale accessed in the optics data

(8 T) is only a fraction of that for which oscillations were discovered (50 T). Yet,

the 8-T field does produce dramatic modifications to the interplane response. In

underdoped LSCO it has been shown that induced static magnetic order plays a

significant role in the complete suppression of superfluid density mentioned above,

leading to a regime of two-dimensional superconductivity (138). For underdoped

Y123 crystals the halving of the superfluid is accompanied by a modification of
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the condensate formation scheme over a wide energy scale (110; 137), as well as

by the enhancement of static incommensurate magnetic order (152).

An additional difference lies in the precise chemical compostion of crystals

studied: quantum oscillations have only been observed for extremely clean crystals

with dopings near p = 0.10 in YBa2Cu3Oy and at p = 0.125 in YBa2Cu4O8,

and never in La2−xSrxCuO4. However, the doping of YBa2Cu3Oy presented here

(p=0.12) lies in the doping interval bounded by the above results. And although

LSCO crystals are generally too disordered to permit observation of magneto-

oscillations, the conditions for observing coherence are more easily satisfied in IR

optics than in other techniques. For instance, IR measurements can easily detect

a Drude response in dirty metals which would never exhibit quantum oscillations.

It should be noted that incoherent interlayer transport is not a generic

feature of anisotropic, strongly correlated electronic systems. For example, the

layered ruthenate Sr2RuO4 is anisotropic by approximately three orders of magni-

tude, yet displays coherence along all three crystal axes. This is evidenced by T 2

temperature dependence of both ab-plane and c-axis resistivity at low temperatures

(153), as well as by the presence of a low-frequency plasma edge in the infrared

reflectance (154). These observations are indicative of Fermi-liquid-like electron-

electron scattering, and Drude-like contribution to the conductivity, respectively,

in stark contrast with the incoherent behavior of the cuprates discussed here.

The analysis of optical conductivity data in magnetic field has been shown

to be a insightful tool for probing the coherence of antinodal quasiparticles. Like

transport, optics is a bulk probe, which broadens its applicability and reliability.

The limits placed on the possible reconstructed Fermi pockets should be useful

for guiding future theoretical efforts, especially in conjuction with ARPES and

transport results.
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Chapter 6

Optical characterization of Bi2Se3

in magnetic field: searching for

topological insulators in the

infrared

Abstract

We present an infrared magneto-optical study of the highly thermoelec-

tric narrow-gap semiconductor Bi2Se3. Far- and mid-infrared (IR) reflectance and

transmission measurements have been performed in magnetic fields oriented both

parallel and perpendicular to the trigonal c axis of this layered material, and sup-

plemented with UV-visible ellipsometry to obtain the optical conductivity σ1(ω).

With lowering of temperature we observe narrowing of the Drude conductivity

due to reduced quasiparticle scattering, as well as the increase of the band gap

absorption edge. Magnetic fields H ‖ c dramatically renormalize and assymetri-

cally broaden the strongest far-IR optical phonon, indicating significant coupling

to the continuum free-carrier spectrum. For the perpendicular field orientation, a

new far-IR absorption is observed, and the plasma edge is slightly shifted to higher

energies. In both cases the band gap edge is softened in magnetic field.

80
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6.1 Introduction

Since the first synthesis of Bi2Se3 in the late 1950s (155), a rich body of

theoretical and experimental work has grown out of the effort to explain and ex-

ploit the large thermoelectric effect which the material exhibits (156). Recently

this compound was vaulted back into the forefront of the condensed matter field

after being named a prime candidate for the physical realization of topological

surface states (157). A topological insulator has an energy gap in the bulk but,

due to spin-orbit coupling, possesses one or more robust metallic surface states

which are protected by time-reversal symmetry. So far, the only three-dimensional

material to exhibit this behavior is the alloy BixSb1−x (158). Recent band struc-

ture calculations (157), however, predict that Bi2Se3 and several related layered

compounds should exhibit a single Dirac cone on the Fermi surface, a hallmark of

a topological insulator. Beyond the inherent importance of exploring a new phase

of quantum matter, these systems are of great interest for device applications in-

volving quantum computing (159) and photonics (160), the latter due to nonlinear

electron-phonon interaction effects.

Here we present an infrared spectroscopic study of Bi2Se3 in magnetic field.

The original motivation for this work was to search for signatures of the topolog-

ical insulator state, a proposal with two-fold justification. First, the topological

nature of such a material is theorized to be sensitve to the application of electro-

magnetic fields (161; 162), and such a tuning of the surface states may display

a spectroscopic signature. Second, the magnetic field allows the probing of band

dispersion via the cyclotron resonance. As mentioned above, a defining char-

acteristic of the topological surface state is the existence of an odd number of

Dirac cones at the Fermi surface (157), which in turn prescribes the presence of

massless Dirac fermions moving at the Fermi velocity. Such quasiparticles can be

detected by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (163; 164), or alternatively

by measurement of the cyclotron resonance. In the latter, optical or tunneling

spectroscopy techniques measure transitions between Landau levels in an applied

magnetic field, and massless quasiparticles are distinguished from massive ones by

their square-root, rather than linear, dependence of transition energy upon mag-
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netic field (165). Thus, infrared magneto-spectroscopy is an ideal tool for probing

the topological insulator quantum state.

As we will show below, the doping of the sample under investigation was

found to place the Fermi surface away from the Dirac cone, precluding the for-

mation of topological surface states. However, the remarkable field-induced effects

uncovered by this study, including broad transfer of spectral weight and strong

electron-phonon coupling, demonstrate the intrinsic complexity of the host mate-

rial and set a baseline against which future samples in the topological phase may

be compared.

Bismuth selenide (Bi2Se3), a member of the V2VI3 group of materials (V=

Bi, Sb, S; VI = Se, Te, S), crytallizes in a rhombohedral structure (point group

3̄mD3d) (155). Five-atom layers, known as quintuple layers, are oriented perpen-

dicular to a trigonal c axis, and the covalent bonding within each quintuple layer

is much stronger than weak van der Waals forces bonding neighboring layers. Due

to selenium vacancies the material is easily n-doped over a wide range of carrier

concentrations (166; 167), but has recently been p-doped as well (168). Trans-

port and optical experiments (155) have determined the semiconducting gap to

be approximately 0.25-0.35 eV, in good agreement with theoretical calculations

(157). Further studies have investigated the details of the interband transitions

(155; 169) and phonons (170), as well as characterized the doping trends with the

substitution of Te, Sb (172), As (171), Fe (173), Mn (174) and other elements.

6.2 Magneto-optical experiment

6.2.1 Sample information

Single crystals of Bi2Se3 were prepared by melting stoichiometric alloys of

high purity Bi2Se3 (99.999%) in a vacuum-sealed quartz tube (with diameter 1/4

in. or 3/8 in.). Typically the vacuum of the tube is about 6 × 106 Torr. The

sealed sample was heated to 850◦ C and then cooled over a period of three days,

from 850 to 650◦ C, and annealed at that temperature for a week. The sample was

then slowly cooled to room temperature. Single crystals were obtained and could
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be easily cleaved from the boule. Transport measurements at room temperature

determined a carrier density of 4× 1018 cm−3 and resistivity of 1.04 mΩcm.

6.2.2 Experimental description

Infrared reflectance and transmission measurements were performed in a

novel magneto-optical cryostat developed at UCSD. In this system a translator ac-

tuates a helium-flow cryostat through the side port of a split-coil superconducting

magnet, yielding highly repeatable spectra in both the Faraday and Voight geome-

tries. This arrangement places the sample in the magnet outer vacuum chamber,

which effectively provides a cold trap and requires one less window than the tra-

ditional variable temperature insert configuration. Furthermore, an in situ gold

coating apparatus permits the determination of absolute reflectance in magnetic

field and corrects for any spurious effects due to field-induced misalignment.

Reflectance and transmission spectra were recorded at selected tempera-

tures from 6-295 K and magnetic fields 0-8 T, over the frequency range 30-6000

cm−1. For photon energies above the mid-infrared the reflectance data were sup-

plemented with visible-UV ellipsometry up to 48 000 cm−1. Magneto-optical ex-

periments were performed by first measuring the sample reflectance relative to a

reference mirror for all temperatures and magnetic fields of interest. Then the sam-

ple was coated with gold and the entire measurement was repeated. The data were

augmented with appropriate low- and high-frequency extrapolations and trans-

formed via the Kramers-Kronig (KK) relations to obtain the frequency-dependent

optical constants, including the optical conductivity σ̂(ω) = σ1(ω) + iσ2(ω) The

ellipsometry technique provides a direct, model-independent measurement of the

high-frequency optical constants, and serves as a constraint for extrapolations used

in the KK calculation.

6.2.3 Transmission experiment

Transmission data for Bi2Se3 in zero magnetic field are diplayed in Fig.

6.1(a). The crystal is transparent only within a narrow band in the mid-IR ex-
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tending from 470-2000 cm−1 at room temperature. The low-frequency absorption

is indicative of free-carrier transport, while the high-frequency cutoff identifies the

band gap absorption threshold. At lower temperatures the low-frequency transmis-

sion onset becomes very steep and the band-gap absorption edge moves to higher

frequencies, as the obscuring effects of thermal level broadening are reduced. At 6

K the band gap edge lies at 2650 cm−1 = 0.329 eV. Application of magnetic field

perpendicular to the trigonal c axis acts to undo the effects of lowering temper-

ature. As seen in the transmission ratios T (6 K, H)/T (6 K, 0 T) in Fig. 6.1(b),

transmittance decreases with field on both ends of the transmission window, par-

ticularly on the high-frequency side defined by the band gap edge. The inset to

Fig. 6.1(b) records the value of the band gap at magnetic fields up to 8 T; a total

shift of 3 cm−1 is induced.

6.2.4 Reflectance and optical conductivity in zero mag-

netic field

Reflectance data for Bi2Se3 in zero magnetic field are found in Fig. 6.2.

At room temperature the spectrum is dominated by a plasma edge in the far-IR,

corroborating the picture of free electron transport deduced from the transmission.

As seen in Fig. 6.2(a), the plasma edge hardens upon cooling to 200 K, then moves

to lower frequencies and sharpens as the temperature is decreased to 6 K. Phonon

absorption features are observed near 61 cm−1 (α mode) and 133 cm−1 (β mode);

both sharpen considerably at lower temperatures. These features are displayed

in more detail in Fig. 6.3(a). In the mid-IR near 2400 cm−1, a peak appears in

the reflectance at low temperatures [Fig. 6.2(b)]. This phenomenon, known as

the Burstein shift, marks the onset of direct, allowed interband transitions (175).

A comparison of this peak frequency with the band gap energy determined from

transmission (see Fig. 6.4) yields an agreement within roughly 10%. Reflectance

data for the extended frequency range are shown in the inset to Fig. 6.2(b).

Figure 5(a) displays the real part of the optical conductivity σ1(ω), obtained

by Kramers-Kronig transformation of the reflectance. The free carrier response is

plainly visible as a Drude oscillator (Lorentzian centered at zero frequency) which
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Figure 6.1: (a) Infrared transmittance of Bi2Se3 for a range of temperatures T=6-
295 K. (b) Transmission ratios T (6K, H)/T (6K, 0T). Inset: suppression of band
gap edge by magnetic field.
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sharpens considerably with decreasing temperature. An oscillator fit reveals a col-

lapse in the quasiparticle scattering rate, which experiences a three-fold decrease,

from 60 → 22 cm−1. This sharpening uncovers a broad mode (labeled here as γ)

in the far-IR centered at ωγ = 300 cm−1. The phonons also sharpen [Fig. 6.3(c)],

as well as experience a shift of eigenfrequency: ωβ increases by 5 cm−1, while ωα

anomalously decreases by 2 cm−1. The α mode, which has previously been identi-

fied as having an oscillator strength much greater than theory would predict (170),

exhibits an asymmetric Fano lineshape, and will be discussed in more detail in Sec-

tion III. B. below. At higher frequencies, the Burstein shift causes a significant

transfer of spectral weight from a gapped region spanning 1000 < ω < 2500 cm−1

to a peak at 3000 cm−1.

6.2.5 Reflectance and optical conductivity in magnetic field

The application of magnetic field H ‖ c initiates several distinct effects in

the infrared response. Looking first at the reflectivity in Figs. 3(b) and 6(a), we
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see that the absorption feature corresponding to the α phonon undergoes a shift

to lower frequencies and a change in lineshape. At the same time, the reflectance

in the plasma minimum is enhanced without changing the overall lineshape of the

plasmon. The β mode is not modified by magnetic field, and no measurable change

of reflectance occurs in the mid-IR. The optical conductivity spectra in field [Figs.

3(d) and 5(b)] exhibit an overall broadening of the Drude peak and γ mode. The

Drude broadening is consistent with reports of positive magnetoresistance (172).

They also illustrate more clearly the shift of the α phonon to lower frequencies and

reveal that the mode is being asymmetrically broadened.

For the other revlavent magnetic field orientation, H ⊥ c, the changes

in reflectance are much subtler. For this reason we show in Fig. 6.6 not only the

absolute reflectance [Fig. 6.6(b)], but also the magnetic field ratios R(6 K, H)/R(6

K, 0 T) [Fig. 6.6(c)]. Viewing the ratios, it is clear that two distinct changes are

promoted by the field: a reflectance dip at ω ≈ 390 cm−1, and a shift of the

plasma edge to higher frequency. The latter effect is shown in more detail in the

inset to Fig. 6.6(b), and constitutes a total shift of ∆ωp ≈ 1.5 cm−1. If we turn

to σ1(ω), shown in Fig. 6.5(c), it is apparent that the lower-frequency dip seen

in R(ω) corresponds to an increase in the oscillator strength of the γ mode. This

is in contrast to H ‖ c, which only increased the width of the γ mode. The α

phonon mode experiences a minor reduction of oscillator strength, but no shift in

frequency.

6.3 Analysis and discussion

6.3.1 Integrated spectral weight

A more comprehensive understanding of the evolution of the optical con-

ductivity with temperature and magnetic field can be gained through examination

of the integrated spectral weight N(ω) =
∫ ω

0
dν σ1(ν). N(ω) is a measure of the

total excitations occuring below frequency ω, and is useful for assessing the energy

scales involved in electronic processes. Figure 7(a) displays the zero-field transfer

of specral weight with temperature. Between T = 295 K and 200 K, the narrowing
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of the Drude mode is accompanied by a modifcation of spectral weight over the

entire far-IR, until the coherent weight is conserved near ω = 1000 cm−1. For 200

→ 6 K, the low-frequency spectral weight is conserved below ωα ≈ 64 cm−1, as

evidenced by the convergence of the curves at that energy. For higher frequencies

the gap in σ1(ω) results in a redistribution of N(ω) up to ω = 4000 cm−1, where

conservation of spectral weight is reached.

In the presence of an applied magnetic field the changes in spectral weight

are mostly confined to a smaller energy scale, and involve a reshuffling of weight

between the Drude, phonon, and γ modes. For H ‖ c we observe in Fig. 6.7(b)

a broadening of the Drude peak which is fully contained within 250 cm−1. N(ω)

is equal for all magnetic field values from 250-350 cm−1, above which N(ω, 8 T)

increases slightly due to the high-frequency broadening of the γ mode. This anoma-

lous spectral weight appears to have been transferred from the higher-energy por-

tion of the spectrum, originating from undetectibly small changes of reflectance

spread over a broad mid-IR frequency range. This phenomenon known to occur

in other materials, including the cuprate superconductors (110). In fields oriented

perpendicular to the c axis [Fig. 6.7(c)], very little modification of the Drude con-

ductivity is observed. Instead, a small transfer of spectral weight occurs between

the α phonon and the γ mode. This weight is largely regained by 500 cm−1, but

may extend slightly higher in frequency.

6.3.2 Evidence for electron-phonon coupling

It was noted in a previous optical study of the related compound Bi2Te3

(170) that the lowest-frequency infrared active phonon, analogous to the α mode

at 64 cm−1 in Bi2Se3, displays an oscillator strength 60% greater than that pre-

dicted from a Born-van Karman lattice model. From this it was concluded that

polarization effects must play a large role in the movements of the VI(2) atoms.

Furthermore, it is clear from examination of the conductivity spectra in Fig. 6.3(d)

that the phonon lineshape is strongly asymmetric, a signature of electron-phonon

coupling and Fano physics. The Fano lineshape, ubiquitous across the branches of

physics, appears in systems in which a discrete mode is coupled to a continuum
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of excitations (176). Quantum interference between the wave functions for two

transition pathways between the ground state and an excited state (one directly to

a discrete excited state; the other to the continuum, and then to the discrete state)

results in an asymmetric scattering cross section. This phenomenon is a common

indicator of hybridization between phonons and conduction electrons in materials

with high polarizability.

To better understand this behavior, we have applied to the data a fitting

analysis which models the α phonon as a Fano resonance of the form

σ̂(ω) = A ∗
(
| q + ε |2

1 + ε2
− 1

)
, (6.1)

as a function of the reduced energy ε = (ω − ω0)/(Γ/2). This lineshape is char-

acterized by the center frequency ω0, linewidth Γ, and amplitude A, similar to a

Lorentz oscillator. The Fano parameter q determines the asymmetry of the reso-

nance, and is a useful measure of the degree of coupling between the discrete and

continuum modes (177). The Lorentz lineshape is recovered for |q| → ∞ and the

sign of q sets the direction of asymmetry. q is in general a complex parameter, but
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can be equivalently accounted for with an additional constant A, as shown above.

All other spectral features, including free-carrier and interband absorptions, were

modeled with classical Lorentz oscillators. A representative fit for H = 4 T is

compared to the far-IR experimental reflectance data in Figs. 8(a). The measured

lineshape is clearly reproduced by the Fano functional form. Fitting parameters

for the α phonon and Drude peak are displayed in Table 1.

The evolution of the fit parameters for the α and Drude modes with mag-

netic field yields insight into the nature of free electron-lattice coupling in Bi2Se3.

Since changes to the α mode are minimal for H ⊥ c, we will focus on data for

H ‖ c. The most prominent overall effect of magnetic field upon the conductivity

spectra in Fig. 6.5(b) is the increase of the linewidth 1/τDrude of the Drude peak.

This parameter has been extracted from the oscillator fit and is plotted with trian-

gles in Fig. 6.8(b). We see that 1/τDrude is constant at low fields, increases sharply

for intermediate fields, and saturates at 30 cm−1 at H = 7 T. The width of the

modified phonon (not shown) increases linearly with field over entire range. The

asymmetry parameter q, indicated by squares in Fig. 6.8(b), scales with 1/τDrude,

including the same plateau features for H < 3 T and H < 7 T. This correlation

suggests that the strength of coupling between the two modes may increase as

the free-carrier scattering frequency approaches that of the lattice vibration. The

negative value of q indicates that the phonon is primarily interacting with states

at higher energy (178); this is consistent with the idea of the α mode interacting

more strongly with the plasmon when the Drude peak is broader, having more

states pushed above the phonon frequency. Interactions between the α mode and

γ mode may exist as well, since the latter is strongly field-dependent as well.

Magnetic field-induced modification of the Fano effect has been observed

in several areas of condensed matter physics; the role of the field in modifying the

response is unique to each system. In experiments involving mesoscopic coupled-

quantum-dot interferometers (179) and coupled carbon nanotubes (180), the mag-

netic field modifies the Fano interaction via the Aharonov-Bohm effect, adding

an arbitrary phase to one of the transition pathways. In ultrathin epitaxial semi-

conductors, application of magnetic field tends to symmeterize Fano resonance
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Table 6.1: Parameters used for low-frequency oscillators in Fano/Lorentz fit to
infrared spectra, as shown in Fig. 6.8.

H (T)ω2
p,Drude (106 cm−2) 1/τDrude (cm−1) A ω0 (cm−1) Γ (cm−1) q

0 2.52 22 64.76 34 0.41 -17

1 2.52 22 64.79 34 0.42 -17

2 2.52 22 64.78 30.2 0.46 -17

3 2.63 24 64.79 33.4 0.48 -16

4 2.89 25 64.80 36.8 0.50 -15

5 3.28 26 64.80 52 0.54 -12

6 3.43 28 64.80 146 0.58 -7.0

7 3.43 30 64.75 260 0.66 -5.0

8 3.33 30 64.57 310 0.69 -4.8

features due to Landau level confinement (181). This is in contrast to the situ-

ation in bulk intrinsic semiconductors, where Fano resonances are created when

magnetoexcitons overlap in energy with continuum band states (182).

An intriguing connection to the proposed topological insulator behavior in

Bi2Se3 is the fact that modes defined by the coupling of a plasmon and a longi-

tudinal optical phonon are sensitive to surface space-charge layers (177). While

the bulk carriers certainly dominate the response in the present sample, it would

be informative to monitor this effect in low-carrier density crystals in which the

surface states are responsible for a significant portion of the metallicity.

6.3.3 Assessing relevant magnetic field scales via compar-

sion to elemental bismuth

Changes of the optical spectra of Bi2Se3 with magnetic field, while infor-

mative, are fairly mild. This is due to the small magnitude of the experimental

magnetic field relative to the field scales of the electronic system. According to

magneto-transport measurements at low temperatures, magnetic fields on the or-
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der of 16 T, twice those accesible in the present study, are needed to resolve

Shubinikov-de Haas oscillations of the Hall coefficient (172). Cyclotron absorption

should conceivably be observed at lower fields than this, however. Given the effec-

tive mass of 0.105 me determined for H ‖ c from magnetoabsorption measurements

(172), the cyclotron frequency should be ωc = eH/2πcm = 71 cm−1 at 8 T. Since

the free-carrier scattering rate is approximately 1/τDrude = 30 T, the cyclotron

mode should be within the experimental window, yet we do not observe it in our

experiment.

This behavior can be contrasted with that of elemental bismuth, which has

much lighter charge carriers (m∗ = 0.004) and lower carrier density, rendering it

more susceptible to the magnetic field (183). Indeed, in Bi quantum oscillations

have been observed at fields less than 1 T, and the quantum limit, the magnetic

field at which all carriers reside in the lowest Landau levels, is only 9 T. Figure 9

displays reflectance data for Bi at T = 6 K in magnetic fields up to 8 T, just below

the quantum limit. Here we see a dramatic reconstruction of the electromagnetic

response by magnetic field: the sharp plasma edge at 160 cm−1 in zero field has

become nearly unrecognizable, and the low-frequency reflectance is strongly sup-

pressed. Analysis and comparison of the optical conductivity is more complicated

because the small effective mass precludes the use of the KK transformation.

6.4 Conclusion

We have determined the optical conductivity σ̂(ω) in magnetic field for the

narrow-gap semiconductor Bi2Se3 through a combination of infrared reflectance

and UV-visible ellipsometry. A gap in the conductivity induces an extensive re-

distribution of spectral weight over the mid-IR frequency region. Magnetic fields

H ⊥ c introduce a new absorption in the far-IR, as well as slightly shift the metallic

plasma edge minimum. For H ‖ c, a strong low-frequency phonon is significantly

modified, and a Fano lineshape analysis reveals an interesting scaling between the

phonon asymmetry and the broadening width of the Drude peak. This observation

sheds more light on the nature of electron-phonon coupling in this system. Future
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parallel to the trigonal c axis. Maximum measured field is just below the quantum
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studies will investigate crystals which are closer to the stoichiometric levels in an

attempt to optically characterize the expected topological insulator behavior.
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